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GEC Urges Curriculum Changes
A report calling for a broadening

°f the subject range of courses
^hich students are required to take,
'°r a greater number of inter-
disciplinary "broadly speculative"
courses and for increased attention
to an undergraduate's "general
education" has been issued by the
Committee on General Education
'GEC) of the College of Arts and
Sciences.

A report calling for a broadening
°f the subject range of courses
Which students are required to take,
'or a greater number of inter-
disciplinary "broadly speculative"
courses and for increased attention

to an undergraduates "general
education" has been issued by the
Committee on General Education of
the College of Arts and Sciences.

In the report's introduction, the
committee expresses concern over
recent trends toward specialization
of studies in a student's un-
dergraduate years. This trend, it
states, is in part a reaction to social
pressures for more vocational and
pre-professional training.

" ..College is a place where stu-
dents discover what they can do
well, and where they are en-
couraged to define their talents and
to develop them in a concentrated

way," says the report. It later notes
that "in some fields, Cornell seems
at the moment to be overpreparing
its undergraduates: they leave for
graduate school with advanced
training in all aspects of their
general subject, and need only to
engage in narrowly specialized
research to complete the require-
ments for an advanced degree."

Such early specialization "un-
balances students' undergraduate
education."

To counteract the increased trend
toward early specialization, the
committee has recommended new
distribution requirements which
would help insure a student's ex-
posure to a number of disciplines.

"We do not propose a required

core curriculum or a specific set of
readings ... Rather we believe that a
university should provide its un-
dergraduates with a number of dif-
ferent kinds of opportunities and
obligations to extend their minds
and sensibilities: with concerts and
films and leisure for reading and
conversation as well as with specific
Continued on Page 5

Accident Hurts
Women's Teams

Ten Cornell women were injured, who had been staying at a convent
two of them seriously, Sunday night associated with the hospital,
When a bus carrying the women's returned to Ithaca on Tuesday also,
swimming and basketball teams to Still hospitalized as of Tuesday, in
'thaca from Philadelphia crashed in addition to Patterson and Stefanik,
northeastern Pennsylvania. were Anne Berlin '80, Pat Greene

Eva Patterson 77 and Pamela '79, Barbara Creamer 79 , Esther
Stefanik '78 are being treated for in- Elkin '80 and Mary Jane Berry,
ternal injuries in the intensive care coach of the swim team
unit of St. Joseph's Hospital in Car- Creamer and Elkin both suffered
b o n d a l e . Pa. A h o s p i t a l broken collarbones in the accident,
spokesperson said Tuesday that Berry has a broken shoulder bone,
both remain in serious condition, Berlin has a severe laceration in her
though they are "much better." Pat- back. Greene suffered a leg lacera-
terson and Stefanik are members of tion and an arm injury,
the basketball team. Two other women who were in-

Three other women — Amy Roth volved in the accident — Lisa
80, Priscilla Timberlake '80 and Sue Gilmour '80 and Linda Glaubitz '79
Borowicz, a Cornell trainer — were — were treated at Binghamton
Pleased from the hospital Tuesday. General Hospital Sunday night and
Lynn Vacca 7 9 and Pat Volz 78 , Continued on Page 2
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SIGNS OF SPRING are beginning to appear on the countryside around Ithaca, as in this view from West Hill.

To Review Proposals

DNA Research Group Set
Membership on the Cornell

University Committee on Recombi-
nant DNA Research is now com-
plete, according to committee
chairman Harry T. Stinson.

Nest-Defending Technique

Song Birds Mob Predators
The biggest thing about a

chickadee is its voice, but it often
Will harass and even attack large
Predators such as hawks and owls.
Such "mobbing" behavior seems

Shedd used stuffed predators and other explanation—and the one my
tape recordings of their calls to data support — is that mobbing is
study the mobbing behavior of a used by birds who are protecting
variety of migratory and year-round their nests and young and to a lesser
resident species. He found that ex- extent by those who have a defined

r'sky, but. because it is so common, periments using a stuffed screech
't must help song birds — or their owl and recorded call were very ef-
offspring

D
g survive.

Douglas Shedd, a Ph.D. can-
d'date in the Section of Ecology and
Systematics at Cornell, has dis-
c°vered that mobbing, which at-

home range or territory."
Chickadees, which live in the

Ithaca area year-round and have
territories in summer and home
ranges in winter, show mobbing
behavior throughout the year, but it
is more intense during the breeding

Stinson said 20 persons, in-
cluding faculty members from a
broad range of disciplines, scientists
and non-scientists, and university
officials concerned with health and
life safety are members of the com-
mittee.

The Tompkins County Commis-
sioner of Health, Dr. Kathleen A.
Gaffney is also a member There is
representation from the Medical
College in New York City. The vice
president for research, the director
of biological sciences and the dean
of the faculty are ex-off ic io
members.

The committee meets to review
all proposals for support for DNA

research, to stay informed about
federal and state regulations and to
propose stricter regulations where
that seems desirable. Stinson said.

DNA—deoxyribonucleic acid—is
the genetic material of all living
things. Recombinant DNA research
is that in which genetic material can
be transferred artificially from one
species to another.

Stinson said there are several
DNA research projects at Cornell in
areas considered minimal or low risk
according to guidelines issued by
the National Institutes of Health
(NIH).

Last summer, NIH issued federal
Continued on Page 2

fective for attracting birds of blue jay
size and smaller, which make up a
large percentage of the screech
owl's diet.

Shedd ran his experiments more
tenipts to drive the predator away, is than 1,200 times and found that the season.
6sPecially common during the same stimulus (stuffed bird and Robins, which usually migrate to
breeding season when birds have a recording) evoked a complex mix of warmer areas in winter, progressed
big investment — their young — to behaviors from fleeing from the from silently observing the dummy
Protect. At other times of the year, it predator to attacking it. predator to actually attacking it as
maV be more prudent for the birds to "It's hard to explain mobbing the breeding season advanced,
keep the predator under surveillance solely in terms of individual survival Shedd said.
than to risk being eaten while at- because the mobbing bird is putting When male robins, which migrate
tacking it. itself in danger," Shedd said. "The Continued on Page 2

Referendum Voting Procedure
If you have not received a ballot in the mail, you may vote at one

of two tables located in the lobbies of Olin and Mann libraries. They
will be open today and tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., and again on
Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb. 28-March 2.

If you received a ballot in the mail, return it via campus mail in the
addressed envelope provided. You must sign the outer addressed
envelope in which you return your ballot in order •for your vote to be
counted. You may use the inner envelope marked "Ballot" to guard
the privacy of your vote.

ALL BALLOTS MUST BE RECEIVED BY 5 P.M WEDNESDAY,
MARCH 2.
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Bird Gangs Attack Predators
Continued from Page 1 they had established territories they frequently attacked it in an attempt
earlier in spring than the females, gave alarm calls when they in-
first arrived in Ithaca they silently in- vestigated the decoy, and when
vestigated Shedd's decoy. Once young were in the nest both parents dropped off after the young had left

the nest.

to evict the predator from their
territory. The mobbing behavior

Douglas Shedd. a doctoral candidate in the Section of Ecology and
Systematics, studies "mobbing." used by many birds to drive away
predators. He uses a stuffed screech owl and a tape recording of its call
to simulate a predator.

If mobbing actually is a method
of protecting the nest, robins on
their wintering grounds, where they
do not maintain territories, should
not take the risk of mobbing
predators, Shedd reasoned. He con-
firmed his theory by observing
wintering robins in Florida, where
they avoided the decoy.

The tales of bird watchers who
have seen mobbing in action have
helped Shedd formulate and test his
theories, and he is interested in
hearing from anyone with an un-
usual observation to report. He can
be reached through the Section of
Ecology and Systematics, Langmuir
Laboratory, Cornell University,
Ithaca, NY. 14853.

One last word for bird watchers.
Simulating a predator is one good
way of attracting birds to where you
are. Just record the call of a screech
owl (it is easy if you can borrow a
record of bird songs) onto a cassette
tape and play it at loud volume in
the field. Birds of many species will
come right in — perhaps even
landing on the tape recorder —
usually within five minutes, Shedd
said.

DNA Research to Be Reviewed
Continued from Page 1

standards for DNA research, and
further guidelines are> expected, ac-
cording to Stinson, chairman of the
Section of Genetics, Development
and Physiology New York State
may also adopt guidelines. The U.S.
Congress plans hearings on DNA
research and may pass further
regulatory legislation.

Recently, the Cambridge, Mass.
City Council adopted an ordinance
to permit recombinant DNA
research at Harvard and MIT, with
safety measures, after months of
debate.

"Cornell has been concerned
about insuring safety in DNA
research long before the NIH
guidelines were issued," Thomas R.
Rogers, acting vice president for
research, said. "Late in 1975, the
idea of forming a university-wide
committee was presented, building
on existing faculty review groups in
the departments and colleges.

"After the appearance of the NIH
guidelines, an ad hoc committee
met regularly throughout the fall.
Now that Cornell has a standing
committee with a full complement
of members, it is in a good position
not only to insure that we are fully
informed about public regulations
and that we meet those standards,
but also to adopt even stricter
regulations, whenever that is ad-
visable," he said.

In addition to Stinson and Gaf-
fney, members of the committee
are: Martin Alexander, professor of
agronomy; Stuart Brown, professor
of philosophy and associate director
of Science, Technology and Society
Program; Roy S. Chaleff, assistant
professor, plant breeding and

biometry and genetics, development
and physiology; Eugene Dymek,
director, life safety services; Leon A.
Heppel, professor, biochemistry,
molecular and cell biology; Anwar
A. Khan, associate professor, seed
and vegetable sciences, Agricultural
Experiment Station at Geneva; Dr.
Allyn B. Ley, professor, clinical
medicine and clinical director,
Health Services; Larry I. Palmer, as-
sociate professor, law; William B.
Provine, associate professor history
of science; Adrian M. Srb, professor
of genetics, development and
physiology; John C. Thompson Jr.,
associate professor, veterinary

physical biology, and John F.
Timoney, assistant professor,
veterinary microbiology.

Ex-officio members are; W.
Donald Cooke, vice president for
research; Richard D, O'Brien, direc-
tor, biological sciences and Byron
W. Saunders, dean of the faculty.

Members from the Medical
College are: Dr. Alexander Beam,
professor of medicine; Dr. Gretchen
J. Darlington, assistant professor of
m e d i c i n e ; Dr. Ro land E.
Schneckloth, associate professor of
medicine and associate dean, office
of research and sponsored
programs.

Bus Accident
Continued from Page 1

released early Monday morning.
Six of the eight hospitalized

athletes were members of the
basketball team. Coach Donna Turn-
baugh, who remained at the convent
to look after the seven still under
care at the hospital, and Martha
Arnett, director of women's physical
education, decided Monday to
cancel the rest of the team's
schedule. They had four games, plus
the--§tate tournament, remaining.

The team had to cancel its first
three games this year when they
were stranded by a blizzard in
Watertown, NY., from Jan. 28 to
Feb. 2. They won their only game in
seven starts over Dartmouth, 50-49.
in the Women's Ivy League Tourna-
ment last weekend in Philadelphia.

The women swimmers also had
been competing in an Ivy tourna-
ment at Pennsylvania last weekend.

The accident took place about 11
p.m. on Interstate 81 some 18 miles

north of Scranton, Pa. The bus,
operated by Crispell Charter Service
of Montour Falls, NY., skidded out
of control after hitting a patch of ice,
went over a guard rail, and came to
rest on its side off the highway, ac-
cording to Pennsylvania State
Police.

Jonah L. Miller, the bus driver,
was uninjured, the police said.

Sixteen others who escaped in-
jury returned to Ithaca by bus early
Monday morning. They were:

Amy Ghory '79. Lisa Nadler '79,
Peggy Erlenkotter '79, Karen Sing
'79. Robin Graf '80, Elsa Karl '80,
Carol Rathman '80, Barbara Kramer
'80, Elizabeth Adams '80, Joan
Harrison '78 and Jackie Marr '79.

Also, Cathy Corning '78, Joanne
Kirby '80, Judy Hoyt '77. Chris
Nevole '77 (a male manager for the
basketball team) and Chris Sellers, a
part- t ime employe in Helen
Newman Hall and assistant swimm-
ing coach.

Job Opportunities
At Cornell University

The following are regular continuing full-time positions unless
otherwise specified. For information about these positions, contact the
Personnel Department, B-12 Ives Hall. Please do not inquire at individual
departments until you have contacted Personnel. An Equal Opportunity
Employer.

Individuals in lay-off status will be given preference in referrals.
* indicates new jobs in this week
(sh) indicates shorthand required.

POSITION (DEPARTMENT)
CLERICAL POSITIONS

Executive Secretary, A-19 (Univ. Dev. (NYC. Regional Office) (sh))
Administrative Secretary, A-15 (Hotel Administration (sh))
Administrative Secretary, A-15 (Ecology & Systematics)
" Sr. Data Clerk, A-15 (Office of the Bursar)
Administrative Secretary, A-15 (Chemical Engineering)
Administrative Secretary, A-15 (Personnel Services (sh))
* Administrative Secretary, A-15 (Univ. Libraries/Uris)
Library Assistant III, A-15 (Univ. Libraries (Catalog/Olin))
* Searcher III. A-15 (Univ. Libraries (Acquieitions/Olin))
" Department Secretary. A-13 (Civil & Environmental Engineering)
Department Secretary, A-13 (Law School)
"Department Secretary, A-13 (Law School)
"Department Secretary, A-13 (Classics (9 month position))
Department Secretary. A-13 (Government)
Department Secretary, A-13 (CRSR)
Sr. Keypunch Operator, A-13 (Computer Services)
Secretary, NP-11 (Coop. Exten. (N.Y.C. Programs))
Steno III, NP-9 (Coop Exten. (NYC. Programs))
* Steno III, NP-9 (NYSSILR (sh))
" Account Clerk II, NP-9 (Genetics, Dev & Physiology)
Clerk III, NP-7 (Section of Ecology & Systematics)
Steno II. NP-6 (Diagnostic Laboratory (sh))
* Steno II, NP-6 (Vegetable Crops)

ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS
" Director of Lab Operations I, CPO8 (Diagnostic Lab. - Equine Drug

Testing (Vernon Downs))
" Assistant Univ. Counsel, CPO8 (University Counsel)
Producer/Director, CP05 - Comm. Spec. (Media Services/ETV Center)
Systems Analyst III. CPO5 (MSA - Adm Computing)
Professional Chef, CPO5 (Dining Services)
Manager Technical Svcs, CPO5 (Machine Shop) (Lab. of Nuclear Studies)
Purchasing Agent II. CP04 (Lab. of Nuclear Studies)
" Development Officer I, CP04 (Univ. Development (NYC. Regional Of-

fice))
" Student Records Coordinator (Admissions) (Graduate School)
Sr. Computer Staff Spec. CPO6 (Computer Services)
Computer Staff Specialist I, CPO5 (Computer Services)
" Administrative Assistant, CPO3 (Center for International Studies)
Production Designer. CP02 (University Publications)

TECHNICAL POSITIONS
Sr. Electronic Tech. A-21 (Chemistry)
* Inst. Controls Mechanic, A-20 (Physical Plant Operations)
" Control Mechanic (Physical Plant Operations (Union job))
Compositor-Job Expediter, A-20 (Graphic Arts Services)
Synch. Operating Tech., A-19 (Lab. of Nuclear Studies)
Maintenance Mech. A-18 (Physical Plant Operations (Heating Plant))
Senior Lab. Tech, A-18 (Biochemistry, Molecular & Cell Bio.)
* Boiler Operator, A-18 (Physical Plant Operations)
Copy Preparation Specialist (Graphic Arts Services)
" Custodian, A-13 (2) (Physical Plant Operations)
Research Tech. IV, NP-14 (Biochem. Molecular & Cell Bio.)
Research Tech. IV, NP-14 (Diagnostic Lab.)
Sr. Computer Operator, NP-14 (Animal Science)
" Lab. Tech II, NP-11 (Biochem. Molecular & Cell Biology)
University Service Officer, NP-9 (Public Safety)
Lab. Tech. I, NP-8 (LAM0S - Mastitis Control (Springville))
"Lab. Tech. I, NP-8 (Genetics. Dev. & Physiology)
Research Support Spec. II. CPO4 (Entomology (Geneva))
Research Support Spec. II CP04 (Vet Pathology)
Research Support Spec. I, CPO3 (Seed & Vegetable Sciences (Geneva))
Pharmacist, CPO3 (Pharmacy - Vet. College)
Extension Support Aides, CPO2 (5) (Coop. Exten. Admin. (NYC Urban

Gardening Programs) (1 yr. possible renewal))
ACADEMIC AND FACULTY POSITIONS (Contact Department Chairperson)

Sr. Extension Assoc. I. CPO7 (NYSSILR (1 yr. position))
Research Assoc. II, CPO4 (Education (less than 1 year))
Research Assoc I. CPO3 (CRSR)
Research Assoc. I, CPO3-Biomedical Engineering (Vet. Phys. Biochemica

& Pharmacology)
Sr. Assistant Librarian, CPO3 (Albert R Mann Library)
Assistant Professor (Operations Research & Industrial Eng.)
Assistant Professor (Department of Environmental Eng.)
Assistant Professors (2) (Nuclear Science & Engineering)
Assist, or Assoc. Profesor (Department of Agri. Economics)
Assist, or Assoc. Professor (Fruit Pathology) (Pllnt Pathology (Geneva))
Assistant Professor (Fruit Pathology) (Plant Pathology (Highland, NY.))
Extension Associate I. CPO3 (Design & Environ Analysis (1 yr app't.))

Continued on Page 4
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Students Nominate
For Teaching Awards

CORNELL CHRONICLE 3

Traffic Controller Fights Blues
Students in the College of Arts

and Sciences may nominate faculty
members and teaching assistants
for Clark Distinguished Teaching
Awards, according to David Connor,
associate dean.

Students should submit the
names of outstanding faculty and
graduate assistant teachers to their
respective department heads by Fri-
day, March 18. Faculty members
also may nominate graduate assis-
tants for the awards.

According to the terms of the
John M. and Emily B. Clark Fund,
recipients of the teaching awards
"shal l be persons who have
demonstrated their devotion to
teaching, it being understood that
teaching includes classroom

presence and its attendant prepara-
tion and administration, student
counseling, including general advis-
ing of students formally assigned
but not necessarily enrolled in the
recipient's courses, and develop-
ment of new courses and new
methods of student instruction.
Teaching of graduate students shall
be recognized, but preference shall
be given to teaching of un-
dergraduates."

Departments will in turn submit
the nominations with supporting
materials to Dean Connor's office.
Announcement of faculty Clark
Distinguished Teaching Award win-
ners will be made in late April;
teaching assistant awards will be
announced in May.

Outside Trustee
Nominations Due

Nominations for the outside trustee on the Cornell Board are due
March 1, 1977. This trustee seat is reserved for persons who are not
currently attached to the University as faculty, student or employe —
thus outside the Cornell community. Term of office is three years begin-
ning May 1, 1977. Nominees need not reside locally. Name, address
and biographical data should be mailed to the Cornell University Senate,
133 Day Hall.

Heps Meet
Saturday
At Barton

Four defending individual cham-
pions — one of whom is bidding for
a unique distinction — will be out to
score high for their contending
teams in the 30th annual indoor
Heptagonal Track Championships at
Cornell on Saturday.

Craig Masback of Princeton.
Jorman Granger of Cornell, Ed Ajoo-
tian of Harvard and Dan Williges of
Princeton are "defenders" at this
year's Heps.

The meet begins with trials at
Barton Hall at 1 p.m. The weight
throw and shot put will be contested
in Bacon Cage beginning at 2:45.
The pole vault is the first evening
event at 6:30; the 600 is the first
running event at 8:30.

Tickets are on sale at Teagle Hall
and Willard Straight Hall on the
Cornell campus and Mayers Smoke
Shop in Ithaca. Tickets are $3.50
and $3.

Five of the eight Ivy League
schools entered — Cornell, Dart-
mouth. Harvard, Pennsylvania and
Princeton — as well as Army and
Navy are expected to contend hotly
for the team title in one of the top
track meets in the country.

Masback of Princeton is going
after his third straight win in the one
mile run. No miler has ever recorded
a "triple" in the Heps, but Masback
is accorded a fine chance to ac-
complish the first.

Cornell's Granger will be trying to
maintain the Big Reds mastery of
the triple jump. The event was in-
cluded for the first time in 1972 and
Cornells Jim Leonard won. He did
that three more times before turning
the pit over to Granger.

The traffic control booth on Tower Road has
been sprouting signs. Usually the signs are simply
hand lettered on paper towels but always they
have something nice to say. Sometimes they say,
"Good morning," or "Have a nice day." One time
the message was, "Aloha." In the worst of the
winter weather it said, "Think sunshine."

Now as everyone knows, traffic booths do not
write signs. Pens write signs. In this case, the pen
is being pushed by a Traffic Control officer who's
name is Dave Perkins. Dave is a new officer
celebrating his fourth week on the job today. He
noticed right away that the traffic coming and go-
ing past his booth was without joy and needed a
good word to help bear up under the snow-covered
or mud-splashed windshields. Thus was born the
sign-of-the-day at the traffic booth on Tower Road.

And wouldn't you know it? Dave is the son of
DeWitt Perkins who drives the messenger service
trucks for Cornell's internal mail.

Dave Perkins

'Make Beauty Respectable'

Heps Contestant Leaps for Record
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It's only fair that Cornell's new
president, Frank H.T. Rhodes, should
get to know L. Pearce Williams as
soon as possible. A gadfly of Cornell
administrators for nearly two
decades, Williams, the John Stam-
baugh Professor of History of
Science, has been an annoying critic
of just about everything for some
and for others, a lonely, albeit out-
spoken voice, fighting for the mean-
ing of higher education.

In the first of a series of inter-
views the Chronicle plans in an at-
tempt to clarify "the problems facing
higher education and what can be
done about them," William made
the following observations:

It's only fair that Cornell's new
president Frank H.T. Rhodes should
get to know of L. Pearce Williams as
soon as possible. A gadfly of Cornell
administrators for nearly two
decades, Williams, the John Stam-
baugh Professor of History of
Science, has been an annoying critic
of just about everything for some
and for others, a lonely, albeit out-
spoken voice, fighting for the mean-
ing of higher education.

In the first of a series of inter-
views the Chronicle plans in an at-
tempt to clarify "the crisis facing
higher education and what can be
done about it," Williams made the
following observations:

"It seems to me that higher
education owes students basically
two things. We owe students some
preparation, some skill that they can
use in the wider world to provide
them with the economic necessities
to live. That we don't do today.
Professional education does; we
have the engineering school; we
have the professional schools that
aim almost entirely at that.

"But in the liberal arts we've been
very snooty. We've just said, 'This is
really an education for gentlemen
who don't have to have a skill at all.'
I think that is one area where we
ought to change. Every student
ought to learn some skill at Cornell
that is a marketable skill. But that

Education:
Why, How?

seems to me to be the easy one to
do. We could identify useful skills;
we could work them into the
curriculum if we just make up our
minds that they are valuable.

"The real problem in higher
education and particularly in the
liberal arts is: 'why bother with it?'
Now the old argument used to be
that somehow liberal education
allowed you to appreciate life more.
That is still an argument that I think
is valid. But it is becoming increasingly
irrelevant.

"Generations are being brought
up unexposed to 'the finer things in
life.' It is going to take more than
four years to take a student who has
listened only to rock n' roll, who has
read popular trash literature and
whose idea of art is billboards, and
show that student, him or her. why
Mozart is better than the beach
bums, why Shakespeare really
makes more sense than modern por-
nography, and why great paintings
are better than Andy Warhol.

"If there is any argument for
higher education that is an impor-
tant argument, it really ought to be
that it makes better people. That is
what I really think the humanities
and the sciences that are not in-
tended to be applied to anything are
all about. You ought to be a better
human being. And that means
specifically that you ought to have a
grander vision of what a human be-
ing is. You ought to have a deeper,
broader, stronger moral con-
sciousness.

"This becomes increasingly im-
portant in an era like our own when
morality has simply dissolved. We
live in an amoral world. Everybody
does his own thing. And the result is
chaos. Increasingly everything is in
terms of complete selfishness, com-
plete disregard for anybody else in

L Pearce Williams

the wor ld , seeking for self-
indulgence.

"This is where higher education
has something to say. First we owe
it to our students to reveal to them
the range of human beings, the pos-
sible range from which they can
choose. Here I feel very strongly
about history because you can run
the gamut from Attila the Hun and
Adolf Hitler, on the one end of the
scale, to St. Francis or Gandhi on
the other end.

"If we once show students what
human beings are capable of. we
ought to create that "divine discon-
tent" with existence as selfish, self-
indulgent, narrow-minded persons.
We need to provide students with
the instruments for escaping the
narrowness and the low life that
they're generally exposed to.

"This means that we have to
show them beauty. We have to
make beauty respectable. We have
to show them that it is difficult
sometimes to understand the
greater creations of the human
mind, but that if you are willing to
spend the time and the effort, the
satisfaction of contemplating
greatness, nobility, and beauty is
well worth it.

"We have to teach them mental
Continued on Page 9
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Chronicle Comment
Chronicle Comment is a forum of opinion for the Cornell community. Address comments to Elizabeth
Helmer, Managing Editor, Chronicle. 110 Day Hall. Letters submitted for publication in the Chronicle
must be typed, double space, with 75 characters to a line, no more than 600 words in length. The Chroni-
cle intends to adhere to this limit because of space and financial restrictions. The deadline is Monday
noon at 110 Day Hall. Letters addressed to someone other than the editor, personal attacks against in-
dividuals or unsigned letters will not be printed.

'Casual' Accusation Is 'Insidious'
Following are three responses to

a letter which appeared in the
Chronicle Feb. 17 from Johanna Et-
tin, acting director of the Women's
Studies Program, which had also
been sent to members of presiden-
tial search committees and which
concerned the "Cobb affair" at the
University of Michigan and Frank
H. T. Rhodes, since elected as presi-
dent of Cornell. These letters, ad-
dressed to Ettin, were submitted to
the Chronicle for publication after
the appearance here of her letter.

I was surprised and disappointed
when I read your letter of Feb. 4 ad-
dressed to Mr. Kiplinger, Chairman
of the Trustee's Presidential Search
Committee.

The letter is insidiuous in that it
implies that both Search Commit-
tees had taken a casual attitude
towards the Cobb affair and by in-
nuendo casts doubt on Dr. Rhodes'
sincerity in matters of affirmative ac-
tion. By saying that our "casual at-
titude" is "apparent" rather than
real, you may feel absolved from any
accusation of slander. But surely it
would have been more responsible
on your part to first acquaint
yourself with the facts.

I am particularly disturbed since I
had early in the search proceedings
personally contacted two of your
board members in connection with
their nominations of female can-
didates to our Committee. My active
presence on the Faculty Search
Committee was therefore known to
your board. Yet at no time since the
"Cobb affair" became public
knowledge did you, or any of your
board members, call me (or ap-
parently any other member of our
Committee) to ascertain whether
our attitude was indeed "casual." I
can assure you, it is much easier to
make accusations than to gather
facts. I personally have interviewed
numerous individuals involved in the
"Cobb case." (Many of these inter-
views took more than an hour on the
long-distance telephone not to men-
tion the time taken to prepare for
such calls.) In addi t ion, my
colleagues on the Search Commit-
tee as well as numerous concerned
colleagues on campus have ob-
tained information. Among the
many people I personally talked to
were Dr. Gans, Chairman of the
Zoology Department; Sarah Powers,
member of the University of
Michigan Board of Regents; and
Drs. Cobb and Rhodes themselves. I
do not consider this a "casual at-
titude" towards the affair.

I am writing to you at length
because I am very concerned about
women's rights and equality of op-
portunity for all. I am sure that our
fight to attain such equality is far
from over and that in the future

many cases of real concern will arise
again. The facts may sometimes
justify a loud and clear accusation
against some individual. I wonder
whether you realize how damaging
your letter has been to our effec-
tiveness in such matters. What
credibility will your accusations have
with anyone who knows how
carefully you established the validity
of your accusation against us?

I personally feel that the quiet,
careful gathering of facts, and cross
checking these at leisure is far better
than public forums for ascertaining
the truth.

Miriam Salpeter
Professor NB&B

(Member, Faculty Search Commit-
tee)

This is in reply to your letter of
Feb. 4, 1977, regarding the sup-
posedly "casual" view of our search
committee and that of the Trustees
toward the "Cobb affair." I can not,
of course, speak for the Trustees,
and I suggest, therefore, that you
lodge your complaint against their
sub-committee directly with them.

As for our own committee, the
charge is simply not correct. We
have spent many hours, both in-
dividually and collectively, inquiring
into the Cobb matter. In conse-
quence, the description of our at-
titude as "casual" is wholly inap-
propriate. It is also rather surprising,
given the lack of any factual support
for it.

Regarding the "serious doubt"
that you attribute to Dr. Rhodes'
eligibility as a candidate, it, too, is
unsupported by any probative
evidence available to us whatever,
whether the issue be his role in the
Cobb matter or his general fitness in
other major respects. Thus for our
committee to embrace and share
this "serious doubt" that you affirm
would be to condemn a candidate in
advance, on the basis of unsup-
ported general charges.

If, however, you have available
confirmed evidence of such weight
as to require our attention, you have
only to submit it to the Dean of the
Faculty. In its turn, the committee
will try to give it full consideration,
although the hour is late for under-
taking such a task.

George H. Hildebrand, Chairman
Faculty Presidential Search Commit-

tee

Your letter of Feb. 4, addressed to
Professor Hildebrand, was referred
to me. Unfortunately I was unable to
respond as quickly as I was tempted
to because of the pressure of other
activities which had precedence.

Let me record officially, however,
my disgust at the inferences and un-

supported allegations included in
that letter. I cannot believe that the
people indicated at the bottom of
the letter actually approved its con-
tent. I think that personal and
professional integrity is much higher
than the letter gives them credit for.

In your first paragraph you state
"...the Women's Studies Program
wishes to express its concern at the
apparently casual attitude..." Who is
accusing the faculty and the trustees
of a casual attitude and on what
basis? Certainly no one ever con-
sulted with me to find out what was
going on. Clearly no one discussed it
with other members of the faculty
committee and to the best of my
knowledge (and my knowledge is
fairly complete) nobody discussed it
with the trustee committee. On
what basis, therefore, do you accuse
colleagues of a casual attitude when
you know absolutely nothing of
what they had been doing? I had
thought that we dismissed Mc-
Carthyism in the 50's but apparently
there are others who still accept its
methods if it appears in their in-
terests to do so.

In your second paragraph you
state "This incident casts serious
doubt" — what incident? There is
none recorded — again a high level
of innuendo and unreported allega-
tion. You are condemning a worthy
candidate's eligibility without one
iota or shred of evidence. Mc-
Carthyism revisited again!

In your third paragraph you
suggest a public forum in which you
would have the accused (by you
only) attempt to defend himself
against a group who have not
produced one shred of evidence that
any accusation can or should be
made and if it were made could
have produced evidence to make it
stick. You refer to "...this essential
issue" and are accusing us of
trivializing it — again you have ab-
solutely no evidence.

When I was unable to reach you I
asked Jennie Farley if she would un-
dertake the problem of producing
the evidence and facts to support
the issues raised in your letter. The
deadline for producing such
evidence has long since passed and
to this very minute not a single piece
of paper, phone call or other docu-
ment has been produced. I can only
conclude that you have been in-
volved in an emotional outburst
resulting in a most serious condem-
nation of your colleagues and inferr-
ing that it was shared by the entire
Executive Committee on your
Program. If my assumptions are cor-
rect I can only conclude that you
and they have done the entire
Women's Studies Program a con-
siderable disservice.

Byron W. Saunders
Dean of Faculty

Purpose Was to Urge
Publication of Facts

The following letter was sent in
response by Johanna Ettin to
Professors Hildebrand, Salpeter and
Saunders:

I am sorry that you and others of
your committee understood the let-
ter of the Women's Studies Ex-
ecutive Board to be saying that
committee members had been
derelict in their duty to investigate
the backgrounds of presidential can-
didates. Our impression of "ap-
parent casualness" was based on
the absence of any public answer to
the questions raised in everyone's
mind by the confusing press ac-
counts of Dr. Rhodes' role in the
matter of Dr. Jewel Cobb's nomina-
tion to a deanship at the University
of Michigan.

Let me remind you that all of us
heard of this incident and Dr.
Rhodes' imminent confirmation at
virtually the same time and from the
same source, the Cornell Sun. In the
two weeks since our original letter.

some of us have received from in-
dividual committee members private
reassurances of Dr. Rhodes' com-
mitment to equal opportunity for
women and members of minority
groups. However, our letter was
meant to draw the committee's at-
tention to a need for wider dis-
semination of information. The
Women's Studies Board shared with
other Cornellians the sense that a
decision had effectively been made
without a chance for the wider com-
munity to offer an educated judg-
ment of the candidate's character
and capacities.

Now that Dr. Rhodes has been
elected as Cornell's ninth president,
we will look to him for leadership in
matters of affirmative action and
hope that he will give high priority
as well to establishing channels for
open discussion of university policy.

Johanna L. Ettin
Acting Director

Women's Studies Program

'Students Shouldn't
Vote In Referendum
Editor:

I urge Cornell students to not
vote in the campus government
referendum. The thing to remember
in an elective process, is that, by
voting, you are saying that you are
willing to abide by the results of the
election. I follow a strict policy of
voting. However, in this instance.

there are c<»ar distinctions to be
drawn.

I say we should vote in national,
state, and local elections because
these institutions of government
have long standing roots in our
historical and political heritage.
These institutions of government
Continued on Page 9

Job Opportunities
Continued from Page 2

Post Doctoral Teaching Fellowship (Neurobiology & Behavior)
Immunologist - Serologist (Vet Diagnostic Lab.)

• Supervising Virologist (Vet Diagnostic Lab )
' Instructor of Vet. Medicine (Vet Medical Teaching Hospital - Am-

bulatory)
These are all regular full-time positions unless otherwise specified.

PART-TIME AND TEMPORARY POSITIONS
{All Temporary and Part-time positions are also listed with Student

Employment)
' Admin Aide I. NP-11 (Human Dev & Fam Studies (Temp f/t))
Admin. Secretary, NP-8 (Comm. Service Education (Temp, p/t))
' Clerk III. NP-7 (Clinics Administration (Temp f/t))
' Clerk III, NP-7 (Editorial) (Media Services (perm, p/t))
Statistical Typist, NP-7 (Agronomy (perm p/t))
Secretary, A-13 (Glee Club (perm, p/t))
Sr. Typist, A-12 (Law School (Temp, p/t))
' Temp. Service Clerical (NYSSILR (Temp, p/t) (Rochester))
* Assistant Cashier, A-16 (Cashiers (perm, p/t))
Temp. Service Cashier (Dining Services (Temp, f/t))
" Electronics Tech. II, NP-10 (NYSSILR (Temp f/t))

Tech Aide I, NP-9 (2) (Entomology (Geneva) (Temp, f/t))
Research Aide, NP-9 (Food Science (Temp p/t))
" Research Aide I, NP-9 (2) (Animal Science (Temp, f/t))
Lab Tech I, NP-8 (Food Science (Temp, p/t))
' Tech. Aide Jr. NP-7 (Animal Science (Temp, f/t))
Field Scout NS (4-6) (Entomology (Geneva) (Temp f/t))
Temp Service Professional (Design & Envir Analysis (Temp f/t))
Temp Service Professional (Coop. Exten Admin (Temp, f/t))
Temp. Service Tech (Biological Sciences (perm, p/t))
Programmer I, A-19 (MSA (Temp, f/t))
" Custodian, A-13 (Health Services (perm p/t))
Sr Assistant Librarian, CPO3 (NYSSILR (Temp p/t))
Research Support Spec III. CPO5 (Computer Graphics Lab. (Temp, f/t))
Research Support Spec I. CPO3 (Natural Resources (Albany) (Temp f/t))

Research Support Spec I, CPO3 (Ornithology (1 yr. app't.))
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GEC: 'Broader Subject Range Is Needed'
Continued from Page 1
courses and programs of study."

proposes that a Board of General
Education be established. The board

Physical Sciences: Sandra Siegel, particular field might be at cross- person should know. Rather, we
assistant professor of English; C. purposes with the wish to address believe that a university should

such a field exists. This dual demand their minds and sensibilities: with
on a faculty member's skills is concerts and films and leisure for
reflected more clearly, and more reading and conversation as well as
cumbersomely, in the dual mission with specific courses and programs
of departments. Universities are of study. We would draw attention

, organized into departments because to questions of atmosphere as well;

anthropology, linguistics, psy- change in the college's foreign
etiology, sociology, government or language requirement.

to promoting the work of a particular need to know and in how they go
discipline. Indeed, our observations about learning what they learn. But

one
as

sense, there is no such
a "general education

Specifically, the report recom- would consist of about 10 faculty Evan Stewart Arts '74. a student in and attract students who have not provide its undergraduates with a
mends that, in addition to the members appointed by the dean in Cornell's Law School and L. Pearce yet declared an interest in that field, number of different kinds of oppor-
foreign language and freshman consultation with department Williams, the John Stambaugh perhaps not yet even realized that tunities and obligations to extend
seminar requirements, a total of 32 chairpersons. It would consult with Professor of History,
hours outside the area of the major the departments about their course
be required. The distribution of 24 of offerings and actively solicit new COMMITTEE ON GE
these hours is prescribed according courses from the faculty. EDUCATION
to the student's major, and eight are "In short.' the report states, "(the REPORT
left to the student's choice. board) must nourish the strengths I. INTRODUCTION

In the case of a chemistry major, and advocate the cause of general The ideal of general education in the pursuit of knowledge is best to the way students are housed and
for example, a student could satisfy education just as vigorously as the American universities has always carried out by people grouped into to the aesthetic qualities of the en-
the proposed distribution require- departments now support their own been elusive. Even when given sub- relatively autonomous disciplines, vironment, to the way classes are
Tients by taking a total of eight more specific professional aims. The tie and resonant expression, it has But departments also provide the conducted and papers and examina-
credit hours in courses in the task will not be easy, but it is one of proved difficult to embody for very framework within which most un- tions graded, to the pace of the
biological sciences, the history of critical importance for the college long in a working curriculum. The dergraduate education takes place, school year as it is set by the present
science or the philosophy of and for our students." aims and aptitudes of our incoming' and it is not at all clear that they are calendar. We would insist that stu-
s c i e n c e ; e i g h t hours in The report also proposes a classes change, slowly but discer- as adaptable to this task as they are dents naturally vary in what they

nibly; so do the professional in-
Currently, terests of the faculty; and these fac-

economics; eight in the Classics, students must attain "qualification" tors, together with the university's suggest that departments are con- these are matters that are hard to
history, literature, philosophy or the in two languages or "proficiency" in vulnerable situation within the siderably less inventive in address- monitor and legislate; the Commit-
Performing arts, and eight more one. Qualification generally equals national economy, combine to1 ing themselves to the problems of tee found it more practical to make
hours distributed among any of three years of high school language determine the possibility of main- general education than they are in proposals concerned with the
these fields. study, a 560 score on the College taining a genuinely liberal un- recruiting and training concentrators general shape of the undergraduate

A chemistry major would not. Entrance Examination Board (CEEB) dergraduate program. — graduate and undergraduate — curriculum and with the nature of
however, be able to satisfy the dis- achievement test, or completion of At the moment, a combination of' in their particular line of work. Our the courses we thought would best
t fibution requirement by taking certain 100-level courses at Cornell, forces would seem to be pushing proposal to create a Board on minister to a student's education.
courses in the physical sciences or Proficiency is usually obtained by both students and universities' General Education is an attempt to
|n mathematics, both of which are completing a 200-level language toward a still more narrowly con- redress this balance somewhat, not thing
'ntrinsically tied to the major field, course, most of which require a 560 ceived and utilitarian curriculum, by deploring that departments func- course." A course must be judged to

The college's current distribution CEEB score for admission. Our students may arrive on campus tion as they do but by setting up a form part of a student's general
rule requires that a student com- The committee proposes instead as bright and as intellectually countervailing force. education not on the basis of the
P'ste at least six credit hours in that students "who choose to con- curious as ever, but they are. at least Such are the pressures from material it presents or the level of
related courses in one area of each tinue the study of a foreign language for the present, clearly more con- within and outside the university technical sophistication with which
°f the four following groups: Group they have begun in high school cerned than they used to be about that must be counteracted, we it engages the subject, but rather on
'• physical and biological sciences; should be required to take two what will become of them after believe, in the name of "general the quality of attention it exacts
Group ||, social sciences and history; further semesters of that language college. The economic recession, education." We did not set out to from the student. Given a particular
Group III, humanities and expressive or the literature of that language at the anxieties of parents hard- define what we meant by that term, student with a particular set of in-
arts; Group IV. mathematics or an Cornell; those who begin a new pressed to pay their children's tui- but we did discover, in the course of terests. any course might (although
area not used to fulfill the require- language must take at least three." tion and possibly disaffected with a year's discussions, that we were it may not necessarily) serve as an
"lent in Group I, II or III. Other recommendations of the the higher learning, the filtering working on the basis of certain as- occasion for "general education": a

Under the present system, it is report include increased emphasis down of corporate values and prac- sumptions. It may be useful to state narrowly focussed and highly
Possible for a student to apply on instruction in writing; that tices — these are reflected in a them here. technical science course, for exam-
curses in the major field toward courses for freshmen be raised to noticeably increased demand for We assumed that college is a pie, if it were taken by someone on
satisfaction of the distribution re- four credits from three, allowing (vocational training. This situation place where students discover what his or her way to law school. Here
°.uirement. freshmen to take a fewer number of may be temporary, and concern they can do well, and where they are we would stress the importance of

The report further recommends more intensive courses each about its effects on higher education encouraged to define their talents informed faculty advisers in helping
tnat students be encouraged by their semester, and that no departmental is no doubt exaggerated in the press and to develop them in a con- students put together programs of
advisers to spread the courses they major be permitted to require more and then echoed in conversations on centrated way. We also assumed study that will be at once challeng-
take for distribution through the four than 60 credit hours of the total 120 campus; but the sense of constraint that college is where students are ing and diverse,
undergraduate years. "Current prac- required for graduation. felt by our students is nonetheless led to a certain self-consciousness But we would also acknowledge
l'ce in the college tends to turn the The committee's recommenda- real, and we were obliged to take about that discovery, and come to the need for more courses which ex-
distribution requirement into an ob- tions will be reviewed by the faculty account of it in our discussions. Stu- raise questions about the relation plicitly address themselves to this
stacle to be surmounted in the of the College of Arts and Sciences dents cannot withstand this kind of their particular talents bear to other matter of the quality of attention,
shortest possible time," it states. It and by students, according to Harry pressure unless the College itself forms of knowledge and action As Here, too. a variety of possibilities
racommends that students draw up Levin, dean. Levin said that the can withstand it and can continue to our discussions turned round these suggest themselves. A department
their tentative schedules, showing report's individual recommendations provide a structure and an at- two interinvolved yet distinct aims could offer an advanced course
n°vv the distribution requirements will be instituted as they receive ap- mosphere within which its un- of undergraduate education, we taught so as to encourage its majors
w ' l l be met, at least a year ahead, proval, but that the entire review dergraduates can arrive at a came to see how easy it was to to reflect on the implications of a

The committee notes that such a process could take more than a year, thoughtful sense of the world and of oversimplify the relations between very limited and sophisticated set of
change in the distribution require- Copies of the report may be ob- their own abilities. them and to think of them in terms intellectual operations. Or a broadly
^ tained at the office of Dean Levin, It is easy (and even somewhat of oppositions like narrow (and speculative course, taking up the

136 Goldwin Smith Hall. pleasant, in a doleful way) to locate deep) versus broad (and superficial) relations among disciplines, could
The members of the Committee the forces at work in society at large or specialized (pre-professional) be offered, not as an introduction to

on General Education are David that impinge on the university and education in a major field versus freshmen, but as a more informed
requirements—are designed to Connor, associate dean. College of act as constraints on the leisure and general (liberal) education in overview, addressed to seniors who
Prepare prospective majors for con- Arts and Sciences; Wolfgang Fuchs. curiosity of our students. It is more everything else. We also noticed already know something about one
tinued study in a given discipline, professor of mathematics; Neil puzzling to come up against ob- how readily our current curriculum or another of the disciplines in-
The committee suggests that new Hertz, associate professor of stacles to liberal education inherent lends itself to such a misrepresenta- volved. We would particularly urge
courses be devised which would cut English; Charles Hockett, the in the structure of the university tion by tacitly encouraging the early our colleagues to devise courses of
across disciplinary lines and show Goldwin Smith Professor of itself, and associated with some of "satisfaction" of distribution require- this latter sort, offered within a
'he interrelationships between sub- Linguistics and Anthropology; W.R. its most valuable activities. If one ments as a preliminary to the more department or across departmental
facts. Johnson, professor of the Classics; purpose of a university is to educate "serious" work of the major. We lines, but in either case concerned

Some of the new courses the Theodore Lowi. the John L. Senior students, another is to transmit and propose an alternative set of College with exploring the relations among
committee suggests are courses in Professor of American Institutions extend an accumulating body of requirements as well as the creation disciplines. In our discussions we
the evolution of modern science; the and committee chairman; David knowledge. These two purposes are of certain new courses in the hope frequently found ourselves coming
uses of numbers; the phenomenon Mermin. professor of physics; inevitably in tension with each other, of making the curriculum reflect a back to this question, sometimes
°f time; science fiction; the Edward Morris, professor of even if they are not always at odds, more appropriate notion of general wishing to stress the continuities.

demands the creation of new
c °u rses . Most in t roductory
courses—the ones currently used
rn°st often to fulfill distribution

humanities and the tradition of con- Romance Studies; Earl Muetterties, In some circumstances, most clearly education. historical or conceptual, among dif-
troversy, and the concept of in- professor of chemistry; Ulric Neis- in the training of advanced graduate We do not propose a required ferent ways of knowling, at other
telligence. ser, professor of psychology; students, the two purposes almost core curriculum or a specific set of times insisting on the contingent

To oversee the development of Rochelle Proujansky, associate coalesce; in others — for example, readings; most of the members of overlappings and conflicts among
new courses and to monitor the ad- director of admissions, College of in the teaching of writing to our committee found themselves fields. That such considerations
ministration of the distribution re- Arts and Sciences; Carl Sagan. the freshmen — a faculty commitment out of sympathy with any monolithic
qu i rements , the commi t tee David C. Duncan Professor of to extending the knowledge of a notion of what a liberally educated Continued on Page 6
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Continued from Page 5
arise, and that they provoke both
clarifications and a certain residual
puzzlement about just what con-
stitutes knowledge, seemed to us
among the more important things
we have to say to undergraduates.

One final assumption, about the
question of literacy. We are ac-
customed these days to complaints
about how badly our students write.
The complaints are well-founded,
but they are too often put as if the
problem were merely a technical
one and the solution a matter of
rapidly inculcating certain basic
skills. That is sometimes the case,
but we believe that the technical
aspect of the problem is not entirely
separable from larger questions
about the role of fluency in render-
ing possible those very acts of self-
location and of the conceptualiza-
tion of knowledge that we have just
been discussing. Courses in general
education are all, whether they
mean to be or not, courses in in-
terpretation and expression. We
think there is something to be
gained by making this more explicit,
and we would like to see more
courses that address themselves,
both practically and reflectively, to
what we tend to think of — too
narrowly — as the question of stu-
dent writing.

Our recommendations are sum-
marized in Part II; we hope they will
be studied as a set of interrelated
proposals. Part III takes up each
proposal in turn and argues for it at
greater length. The proposals and
argument in each case represent the
position of a clear majority of the
Committee. Each member was then
free to write a dissenting statement.
We thought that this would con-
tribute more to a general discussion
than an attempt to create the im-
pression of unanimity by carefully
framing compromise positions.

III. RECOMMENDATIONS AND
SUPPORTING ARGUMENTS

1. A Board on General Education
We propose the creation of a

Board on General Education,
charged with the responsibility of
ensuring that General Education
become a meaningful and substan-
tial part of each student's ex-
perience in the College. To this end,
the Board will consult with the
departments about their course of-
ferings, sponsor new courses, and
oversee the administration of the

• distribution requirement. The Board
should be established for a trial
period of 5 years and its work
evaluated at the end of that time.

A program of general education
should be based on a substantial
number of courses that are accessi-
ble to nonspecialists, systematically
relate their subject matter to general
and fundamental intellectual issues,
and stress the development of skills
of thought and expression. Few
courses of this kind are now offered
in the College. The present distribu-
tion requirement is usually satisfied
with courses that also serve as in-
troductions to particular disciplines.
Because such introductions are
aimed primarily at prospective ma-
jors, they often fail to meet the

needs of other students who would
benefit from a broader and yet less
preliminary perspective.

We believe that the responsibility
for creating more adequate general
education courses cannot be left
with the departments themselves.
Such courses are all too likely to be
perceived as luxuries that the
department cannot afford in difficult
times and that it need not establish
as long as the distribution require-
ment continues to channel large
numbers of students into its existing
offerings. Moreover, the subjects ap-
propriate to general education often
cut across departmental lines, re-
quiring a degree of interdisciplinary
cooperation that is not greatly en-
couraged by the present structure of
the College. Finally, general educa-
tion courses should stress skills of
thought and expression, especially
writing, to a degree that is far from
common at present. Because such
an emphasis is not easily reconciled
with the task of introducing
prospective majors to their field, ex-
isting departmental courses tend to
require little writing of their stu-
dents. We feel that the short-answer
and multiple-choice test questions
on which such courses sometimes
rely offer students an unfortunate
operational definition of the nature
of scholarship.

If the College is to undertake a
meaningful program of general
education, some autonomous body
must be created to stimulate its
development. We propose a Board
of about ten faculty members, ap-
pointed by the Dean in consultation
w i th depar tment chai rmen.
Members of the Board would be ap-
pointed for overlapping three-year
terms. Despite the importance we
attach to the creation of such a
Board, we do not conceive of it as a
"Department of General Education."
While there will surely be a continu-
ing need to stimulate and emphasize
general education in the College, we
are reluctant now to prescribe a per-
manent mechanism for that pur-
pose. It is possible, for example, that
the departments themselves will as-
sume more responsibility for general
education once such courses have
been given and proved successful.
We therefore propose that the struc-
ture and function of the entire
general education program be
evaluated in the fifth year of the
Board's existence, without prejudice
as to whether it should be continued
or replaced by some differently con-
stituted agency.

The Board will consult with the
departments about their offerings
and will actively solicit new courses
from the faculty. Every department
shoulttbe considered to owe to the
College roughly one-fifth of its
teaching t ime for f reshman
seminars, courses offered by the
Board, and other courses serving the
purposes of general education. The
Board should also have a budget
sufficient to hire teaching assistants,
engage secretarial help, and offer
summer support to individuals
engaged in preparing new general
education courses.

While we expect that most of the
courses sponsored by the Board will

be offered within existing depart-
ments, this may not always be pos-
sible. The Board should have the
authority to offer courses under
some rubric of its own (as, for exam-
ple, courses are now offered under
the heading "Society for the
Humanities"). Such courses, like all
others, will need the approval of the
Educational Policy Committee.

The Board will also be responsi-
ble for the distribution requirement.
It will explicitly recommend certain
courses in each area as "appropriate
for distribution"; this recommenda-
tion will be indicated in the catalog.
(We feel that the present system, in
which the departments themselves
determine which of their courses
can be used for distribution, is not
satisfactory.) The Boards recom-
mendation will not be limited to the
courses that it has itself initiated;
existing departmental courses may
be recommended after consultation
with the professors who offer them.
Although students may satisfy the
distribution requirement with
courses other than those specifically
recommended (see Recommenda-
tion #3, below), the Board will keep
itself informed of the frequency and
the pattern with which these excep-
tions occur.

The administrative functions
described above will probably oc-
cupy the major share of the Board's
time and energy. Nevertheless, we
hope that it will also serve as a con-
tinuing forum for the discussion of
all aspects of the general education
program. As a result of such discus-
sions, the Board may propose
modifications of the distribution re-
quirement from time to time. If it
succeeds in establishing new
courses in mathematics that are
meaningful and accessible to non-
mathematicians, for example, it may
wish to propose a speci f ic
mathematics requirement. And
while the Board is not charged with
specific responsibility for the
Freshman Seminars, the Writing
Program, or the Foreign Language
Requirement, it should frequently
consult with those who are so
charged to determine whether the
aims of those programs are being
met.. In short, it must nourish the
strengths and advocate the cause of
general education just as vigorously
as the departments now support
their own more specific professional
aims. The task will not be easy, but
it is one of critical importance for the
College and for our students.

2. New courses
We propose the creation of new

courses, the sol ic i tat ion and
maintenance of which will be the
responsibility of the Board on
General Education. These courses
should be designed primarily for
nonspecialists. They can be deeper
and more challenging than conven-
tional introductory courses, which
must attempt to present the ele-
ments of an entire subject. The new
courses should be as much con-
cerned with the general ability to
write and think as they are with sub-
stantive content.

A number of such courses already
exist among the departmental offer-

ings, but not enough. Whether or
not such courses can be found in a
given area at a given time depends
too often on the interest and deter-
mination of individual faculty
members, fluctuations in staffing,
and demands on the time of the
departments. Many courses, par-
ticularly introductory ones, that
might appear suitable to the pur-
poses of general education are
designed primarily to meet the
needs of majors and prospective
majors. We acknowledge that an in-
troductory course in traditional form
may be eminently suitable as a
general education course for some
students. For example, an English
major may find that a rigorous in-
troductory course in physics is the
most appropriate choice. However,
the interests of other English majors
might best be served by a different
kind of course. Students should be
provided with a greater choice of of-
ferings outside the major.

The courses envisioned here
would not be "elementary" or
"diluted" presentations of a par-
ticular field. They would be free from
the constraints of preparing stu-
dents to move through a series of in-
creasingly specialized departmental
offerings. We can imagine such
courses at different levels of
sophistication to be taken at dif-
ferent points in a student's career.
They can be designed in any number
of ways, some directed at the basic
principles of a subject, others more
narrowly focused. We give examples
of what we have in rriind in an Ap-
pendix; we suspect that many of our
colleagues, given time and support,
would be eager to work up offerings
of this sort.

3. The Distribution Require-
ments

In addition to the Freshman
Seminars and language require-
ment, we recommend that a total of
32 hours outside the area of the ma-
jor be required.

3a. The distribution of 24 of
these hours is prescribed.
Details of this prescription
will vary with the student's
major as specified by the ac-
companying chart. Eight
hours are left to the student's
choice.

3b. Students are encouraged to
spread the courses they take
for distribution through their
four undergraduate years.

3c. Students are expected to
draw up their own schedules
and plans for fulfilling the
distribution requirements
and to present these ten-
tative schedules to their ad-
visors for at least an entire
year ahead.

3d. The Board on General
Education will recommend
certain courses as especially
appropriate for distribution.
(See 1 and 2 above.) Other
courses may also be used for
this requirement, but only in
the context of an overall plan
for distribution approved by
the student's advisor and
filed with the Board.

because current practice in the
College tends to turn the distribution
requirement into an obstacle to be
surmounted in the shortest possible
time. Furthermore, students often
satisfy their distribution require-
ments with courses that are close to
their major subjects, thus nullifying
the intent of the requirement. The
Committee hopes that its suggested
reform will alter this pattern. The
purposes of general education will
be better, served by making the re-
quirement complementary to the
major and by encouraging students
to explore new areas throughout
their undergraduate careers.

For the most part, the distribution
requirement we propose follows
traditional lines. We believe that
everyone should acquire some
familiarity with the natural sciences,
the social sciences, and the
humanities. We do not advocate a
"core curriculum" in these areas,
preferring to let each student choose
a wide range of appropriate courses.

The chart shows how the 32
hours outside the major may be
selected from various fields. The
range of choices available to stu-
dents depends on their major field.
We have divided the major fields in
the College into seven groups which
are listed down the left side of the
table. We have also listed across the
top of the table eight categories of
courses that might be taken for the
distribution requirement. The dis-
tribution requirement for each major
field is then found by reading across
the table, noting (1) that 24 of the
32 hours are to lie in certain
specified categories, (2) that X in-
dicates categories that will not
satisfy the distribution requirement
for the given major, and (3) that the
remaining 8 of the 32 hours may be
in any category or categories not
prohibited by an X.

For example, a student majoring
in chemistry (which falls within the
physical sciences) can satisfy the
distribution requirement by taking a
total of 8 hours of courses in the
biological sciences, the history of
sciences, or the philosophy of
science; 8 hours in anthropology,
linguistics, psychology, sociology,
government, or economics; 8 hours
in classics, history, literature,
philosophy, or performing arts; and
8 further hours distributed among
any of these fields. A chemistry ma-
jor may not, however, satisfy the
distribution requirement with
courses in any physical science or in
mathematics. For a major in history
the distribution requirement would
be a total of 16 hours in the physical
or biological sciences, the history or
ph i l osophy of sc ience , or
mathematics (divided among these
three areas so that either 8 hours
are taken in each of two of the three
areas, or 8 hours are taken in one
and 4 in each of the other two); 8
hours in anthropology, linguistics,
psychology, sociology, government,
or economics; and 8 further hours
distributed among any of these
fields or the performing arts. A
history major may not satisfy the
distribution requirement by courses
in history, classics, literature, or

These changes are proposed Continued on Page 7
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'Counteract Trend Toward Specialization'
Continued from Page 6
philosophy (though such courses
might satisfy departmental require-
ment for "related hours").

The presence of history and
philosophy of science as a separate
area requires explanation. The Com-
mittee believes that these subjects
constitute an interface between the
sciences and the liberal arts.
Science is both a strategy in the pur-

u suit of knowledge and an institution
influenced by drives, passions, in-
tellectual fashions, and other
aspects of human life. The history
and philosophy of science can help
the scientifically oriented student
appreciate the nature of science as
an institution and may enable stu-
dents of the humanities to unders-
tand science as a method of in-
vestigation.

We also believe that some ac-
quaintance with mathematical
thinking is an essential part of a stu-
dent's education. Existing introduc-
tory mathematics courses are not
entirely suitable for this purpose. We
therefore urge the Board to provide
a number of general education
courses in mathematics. If such
courses can be successfully es-
tablished, we recommend that
mathematics be made a require-
ment rather than an option.

It is not enough simply to write
new requirements. If these are to
lead to a meaningful general educa-
tion, students must begin to think
about their whole undergraduate ex-
perience as soon as they arrive at
Cornell. The Committee therefore
recommends that students submit
tentative plans to their advisors in
which the requirements for the ma-
jor and for the distributions are
spelled out explicitly. Advisors may
wish to play an active role here by
indicating patterns of courses that
will serve to integrate knowledge
drawn from different fields, or by
suggesting other ways in which the
student may draw maximum benefit
from the requirements.

4. Writing
We recommend increased stress

on instruction in writing throughout
the College. This stress should not
be confined to the Freshman
Seminars, important as they are. We
applaud the recent formation of a
College Committee on Writing; we
hope the Committee will be em-
powered to monitor instruction,
provide additional training, allocate
resources, and promote the expan-
sion of opportunities for experience
in writing beyond the freshman year.

No one is liberally educated who
cannot write clearly. The increased
emphasis on wr i t ing in the
Freshman Seminar Program is
noteworthy, but much remains to be
done. There are few courses in
writing available to students who
are not freshmen. We do not believe
that stress on writing should be con-
fined to the student's first year;
more writing courses need to be of-
fered to satisfy the demand of
freshmen and others. It is the
College's responsibility to provide
those courses and to call upon the
various departments to staff them.
In particular, general education

courses should require a great deal conducted in an atmosphere of in- to prepare a student for graduate undergraduates, give evidence of
of writing. tense leisure. Something has to study in the same field, or in a exceptional capabilities for and a

At present the various depart- give, and we would be in favor of professional field such as law or kind of singleminded dedication to
ments initiate and staff the courses sacrificing variety to intensity, medicine. In the latter case it may one subject. It seems that such
in the Freshman Seminar Program. Freshmen should not be asked to be to the student's advantage to dedication and concentration should
The offerings do not correspond divide their energies among more major in a subject not too closely be encouraged, but not at the ex-
with student demands; more stu- than four courses. In the last year or related to an eventual career; such pense of the student's general
dents want to take composition two. Arts College advisors have as indeed the advice given by many education. We therefore propose
courses than can be accommodated been operating on just this assump- of the best law schools and medical that no student be allowed to count
in the sections available. The tion; by changing the weighting of schools. More rarely, an un- more than 60 hours in any single
Writing Committee should decide freshman courses from 3 to 4 dergraduate major may prepare a department towards the 120 hours
how many sections of a given credits we would simply institute student to begin a career directly required for graduation. The effect
course should be offered and assign this policy more firmly. upon graduation, for instance in would be to allow exceptional stu-
to the more general composition We also believe that for a number chemistry, computer sciences, dents to concentrate as heavily as
courses those teaching assistants of freshmen, including some of the economics, or secondary-school they liked by taking courses in their
not needed in seminars dealing with most energetic and talented, a teaching in any of several fields. major subject above and beyond the
a specific topic. We hope that three-course semester would be In its own unreplaceable way, the required 120 hours.
College will also offer opportunities particularly rewarding. We therefore major also serves the purposes of
for students to take writing courses recommend that departments con- general education, giving focus and 7 Tne For^9n Language Re-
in connection with various dis- sider launching a certain number of discipline to undergraduate studies. Quirement

i 7 a W eciplines, and will promote and intensive introductory courses that A good general education necessari-
f i

7 a propose that students
reward the expansion of writing ex- meet more frequently and require |y entails some detailed under- w n o c n o o s e t 0 continue the study of
periences in each and every ap- more written work, while continuing standing of one branch of learning; a foreign language they have begun
propriate course. The Writing Com- to offer courses in their present the major meets that need by allow- i n h l 9 n s c n ° o 1 should be required to
mittee should oversee instruction in weighting as well. These new. more ing for sustained study, over at least t a k e t w o f u r t ner semesters of that
writing and recommend changes in demanding courses (carrying as three years of a student's college 'anguage or the literature of that
the writing curriculum when they many as 8 credit hours) might be career, of one academic subject, 'anguage at Cornell; those who
appear necessary. developed in any format, large or •/vith its particular factual content b e 9 i n a n e w 'anguage must take at

The Committee should also small, but they would seem es- and style of inquiry. least three. All students must select
decide the .optimum size of a pecially appropriate for the It follows that the major, along o n e o r t n e o t n e r o f t h e s e options.
Freshman Seminar or other writing Freshman Seminar Program, which with its prerequisites and required e x c ePt that the Joint Committee on
class. We believe that people we would like to see continued and courses in related fields, should or- Language Programs may waive the
devoting substantial time to courses invigorated. It is here that the work dinarily occupy at least one third of a requirement for students with
about writing should be compen- of learning to read and write with student's time in college, and should demonstrated language-learning
sated for the extra effort involved, some care and accuracy can best be D e carefully designed to ensure the disabilities In such cases, the Corn-
Teaching Assistants invited to par- done; it is here, too, that courses acquisition of sufficient knowledge mittee. the student, and his faculty
ticipate in writing seminars should should be developed that would a n d adequate skills. (For practical advisor shall determine an alter-
be given increased stipends. Faculty coordinate readings in the social purposes, "sufficient" and "ade- n a t i v e course of study (e.g. in
members invited to participate could sciences, humanities, and sciences, quate" might be defined as what anthropology, foreign literature in
perhaps receive extra credit towards and that would introduce students would be expected of a well- translation, linguistics, writing in
seventh-term leaves. We recognize to the notion of a discipline and to prepared entering graduate student English) to meet some of the aims of^
that instruction in writing is an ex- the differentiation of fields. o r a beginning high school teacher.) t h e language requirement,
pensive form of education, but we Looking into the question of . . 7b. We propose that the Board
consider it a central concern of course credit for freshmen, the Com- IH

 S T f th p a on General Education consult with
general education and are prepared mittee discovered that the assign- s n o ^ l d n o t d e T l n e tneir majors in t h e J o j n t committee on Language
to see cuts made elsewhere in order ment of credit for courses at all _ A ? ^ " _ ?!*™ ° n ! _ e Programs and with relevant depart-
to improve in this area.

5. The Freshman Year and Course
Credit

So as to prevent too great a dis-
persion of attention during the

levels of instruction was in need of
rationalization. At present, many in-
troductory courses counted for three

constraints on students. In some
fields. Cornell seems at the moment

ments to determine how well the
aims of general education are being

to be overpreparing its un- s e r v e d b y e x j s t i n g l a n g u a g e c o u r s e s

credits actually demand con- dergraouates. they leave tor a n d t Q b r j n g a b o ( j t i m p r o v e m e n t s
g r a d u a t e S C h ° ^ W ^ a d ? a ™ e d h hsiderably more of their students than

the credit indicates; on the other

graduate school
training in all aspects of their

where they seem necessary.

, LI i u I J I C U I L M I U I V / U t o d , u i i I I I W V I M W I , .
freshman year, we propose that, as . . . general subiect, and need only to
. • u. ii • -i <. hand, some upper-level, 4-credit a

far as practicable all introductory
. i majority of the Committee

, courses ask less of their students e n g a 9 * m n a r r o w | V specialized a g r e e s t h a t t h e s t u d y o f f o r e j g n
courses be granted at least 4 t h a p s h o u l d T h e C o m m i t t e e research to complete the require- l a n g u a g es is an important part of a
credits. This would have the effect of c a n n o t a d d r e s s j t s e l f h e r e to these ments for an advanced degree. Such u r t v e r s i t y education, serves broad
reducing the typical freshman d i s c r e p a n c j e s , n o r c a n i t t a k e u p the a Practice encourages educational e d u c a t i o n a | p u r p o s e s , and should be
course load from 5 courses to 4 per j n t r i c a c j e s o f c r e d i t . e x c h a n g e i r responsibly in the graduate r e q u j r e d T h e C o m m | t t e e d i s c u s .
semester. For similar reasons. a t h ( j s e v e r a | c o | | W e schools and unbalances students s i o n s n a v e s h o w n that the questions
courses sponsored by the Board on w Q u | d

a
 n o w e v e r . that such undergraduate education. We r a j s e d fay a l a n g u a g e r e q u i r e m € n t

General Education ought to carry at r a t i o n a | j z a t j o n b e c a r r l e d o u t a n d , f o r therefore propose that no major be a r e r e l a t j v e , y u n f a m j | i a r t 0 m a n y

least 4 credits. allowed to require more than half a

The revisions of the curriculum

j o n b e c a r r l e d o u t a n d , f o r a r e r e l a t j v e , y u n f a m j | i a r t 0 m a n y

a start, we would instruct the Board allowed to_ require more than half a t e a c h e r 8 a n d s t u d e n t s ; w e n a v e

on General Education to consider student s time in college, at the very t n e r e f o r e c n o s e n t 0 s e t f o r t n o u r

most If we assume only 120 hoursit sponsors as worth 4 m o s * l f we assume only 120 hours r e a s o n j m o r e f u | , j n t h j s s e c t i o n

proposed in this report would do c r e d j t s Qr m o r e in all, a student tak.ng a sixty-hour t h a n j n S Q m e Q t h e r p a r t s o f t h e

away with the notion of general major, and satisfying the require- p e p o r t

education as something students 6. The Major ments for Freshman Seminars, Tne vg/ue Qf foreign ianguage

are "given" during their first years. We believe that the major must foreign language, and distribution, stucjy. The study of foreign
before they are asked to turn their constitute a significant fraction of would ordinarily have 12 hours for | a n g u a g e s n a s traditionally been
attention to particular fields of con- every student's course of study, as it free electives. (It should be c o n s j d e r e d a n i m p o r t a n t element of
centration. Nevertheless, we would does now in most cases. At the remembered that the eight courses | j b e r a | e d u c a t ion It gives access to
emphasize the importance of the same time, to ensure the possibility — 32 hours — required for distribu- th(J t e x t s j n w h j c n t n e s p j r j t o f o t n e r

freshman year, both as the time of a broad general education and of tion are in fact electives, although c u | t u r e s IS s e t fo r tn (texts which are
when students discover the variety some free election of courses, six of them must fall into prescribed o f t e n essentially untranslatable as
of disciplines clustered together in 6a . we p ropose t ha t no areas of study.) A student taking a | p t h e c g s e o f p o e t r y ) a n d t 0 fun.

departmental major be per- more typical 40-hour major would be d a m e n t a | w o r k s o f scholarship. It
mitted to require more than free to choose 32 of the 120 hours | y e s a c c e s s a | s Q t Q t h ( J b a s i c

60 credit hours (including in electives. while satisfying all re- h u m a n e i e n c e o f b e i n g a

prerequisites and related quirements

the university and as the first and
best moment for them to test and
consolidate their skills as readers
and writers of English. These two
uses of the freshman year are not
easily adjusted to one another,
however; one seems to call for offer-
ing our freshmen as large a sampl-
ing of courses as possible; the other
— if it is to provide anything more
than perfunctory training in the
skillful use of language — must be

courses); and
Most students, of

course, take more than 120 hours in
6b. we propose that no student college: the normal program of four

foreigner, of discovering the relative,
contingent nature of one's own
native language and the mental

be allowed to count more courses per semester would add up ^ ^ e m b o d i e d , . a n e x .
than 60 hours in a single to 128, if (as proposed in Section 5) n e n c e d | f f j c u | t tQ d e s c r j b e e f f e c .
department toward the 120- most courses were assigned four t j t Q s o m e o n e w h o n a s

hour degree requirement. hours' credit.
We have also discussed the case

The undergraduate major serves of those students who. already as Continued on Page 8

never
had it. and one which is denied to
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Guerlac to Give 1977
Danz Lectures

Henry Guerlac. director of
Cornell's Society for the Humanities,
will give the 1977 Danz lectures at
the University of Washington, Seat-
tle. Feb. 24, 28 and March 2.

In his first lecture, Guerlac will
discuss "Style and Change in
Science." The second will be on
" S c i e n t i f i c R e v o l u t i o n or
Revolutions?" and the third is en-
titled "Beyond the Middle State.' "
Gueriac is the Goldwin Smith
Professor of the History of Science
Emeritus at Cornell.

The John Danz lectures, con-
sidered to be one of the academic
highlights at the University of
Washington, were established "to

bring to the campus distinguished
scholars of national and inter-
national reputation who have con-
cerned themselves with the impact
of science and philosophy on man's
perception of a rational universe."

Hans Bethe. Cornell's Nobel
laureate in physics, gave the Danz
lectures in Seattle in 1971.

Guerlac is an authority on the
history of early modern science. He
is the author of "Science in Western
Civilization" and of "Lavoisier, the
Crucial Year." In 1974 he was
awarded the George Sarton Medal
by the History of Science Society,
becoming the first American to win
that award in 14 years.

Open Hearing Slated
On Affirmative Action

The Affirmative Action Advisory Board (AAAB) will hold an open
hearing on Cornell's draft affirmative action plan at 12:15 p.m. Fri-
day, March 4 in 217 Ives.

The draft plan is available for inspection at the reserve desks of all
Cornell libraries, the Alternatives Library in Anabel Taylor, all deans'
offices, the Dean of Students offices in Balch and Barnes, the
Graduate Office in Sage, the Admissions Office on Thurston Avenue,
the COSEP office, the Service Building on Maple Avenue, Stocking
Hall, Noyes Center and the North Campus Union.

Persons unable to attend the hearings may submit written state-
ments on the plan to Charlotte Shea, chairwoman of the AAAB,
Career Center, 14 East Ave.

NEH Fellowships Deadline
The new deadline for the National Endowment for the Humanities for

Fellowships for Independent Study and Research for scholars and
teachers in the Humanities is June 1. 1977. The Fellowships offer sti-
pends for six or twelve months and the Fellow must devote full time to
his study during the tenure of his Fellowship. Guidelines and information
about application procedures are available in the Office of Academic
Funding, 6-5014.

New York Sea Grant
'77-'78 Program Announced

The New York Sea Grant Institute, a consortium of the State Univer-
sity of New York and Cornell University, funds research seeking solu-
tions to problems of New York's Great Lakes and marine waters and
coastal areas. Sea Grant research usually has an applied orientation, but
some basic work not appropriately funded by other agencies can be ap-
proved. Research areas eligible for support include anthropology,
biology, ecology, economics, education, engineering, food science,
geography, geology, law. oceanography, planning, political science,
recreation and sociology. A list of high priority topics within these areas
is available.

Sea Grant projects normally are funded for $20,000 to $30,000.
Support would be for the period Nov. 1. 1977 through Oct. 31 , 1978.

Faculty interested in receiving research support are required to fill out
a one-page preliminary proposal form and send it to the Sea Grant In-
stitute Office in Albany by March 4. Copies of this form and a list of the
higher priority research topics to be supported are available from Peter
Curtiss in the Office of Academic Funding. 123 Day Hall (X65014). or
Bruce Wilkins, Sea Grant Advisory Service Office. 120 Fernow Hall (X-
62162).

Proposers will be notified by March 11 if their proposal is acceptable,
in which case they can prepare a full proposal due April 8.

Continued from Page 7

many Americans by the linguistic
isolation of their environment.
Indeed, the "national interest" alone
would seem to require that larger
numbers of educated Americans be
able to express themselves effec-
tively in languages other than
English.

Practical language teaching must
seek to implant as quickly as possi-
ble those unconscious speech habits
necessary for communication with
speakers of the foreign language,
and to develop efficiently the skills
a l l ow ing access to w r i t t en
materials; it goes without saying
that no single language course can
teach all the fundamentals of
linquistics. Still, even students who
take only enough language courses
to satisfy the requirement should
feel that they have made some
headway toward an understanding
of language in general. Elementary
and intermediate language courses
can be designed and taught in such
a way as to introduce students, by
example and the use of a little
theory, to such ideas as: the relative
and arbitrary nature of signs and
languages; the difference between
the child's "natural" acquisition of
its first language and the conscious
learning process of the adult;
bilingualism; the complex relations
between speech and writing; the
formal structures of language (the
best teaching often emphasizes con-
trasts between the "mother tongue"
and the "foreign" language); the
nature of translation; the existence
of different "styles," or "levels" of
discourse, within any one language;
and so on. An introductory course in
a foreign literature, or a course in
civilization taught in the foreign
language, can teach many of those
same notions.

Effects of the abolition of
language requirements: The
teaching of foreign languages in the
U.S. is not in a happy phase. A fair
number of private universities and
colleges have dropped their
language requirements for admis-

sion in recent years (whereas the
better state universities, unworried
about admissions, have tended to
maintain theirs). Sometimes
language requirements for gradua-
tion have been eliminated on the
grounds that it is unnecessary and
undignified to coerce "superior" stu-
dents, who, it is said, will study
languages of their own accord; but
at Yale, for example, where such
was the reasoning, significantly fewer
undergraduates are now taking
languages. High schools have not
been slow to read the message:
among the first programs to be cut
or neglected in the lean years, along
with art and music, have been
foreign languages. Many students
now entering Cornell with CEEB
scores in the 700's cannot unders-
tand a lecture delivered in the
language they have studied, nor,
given the use of a dictionary, make
sense of a page of literary prose, nor
make themselves understood in
speech or writing on general sub-
jects.

Teaching of the "formal gram-
mar" of English has been all but
abandoned in primary and secon-
dary schools. Students often report
that college courses in foreign
languages have provided their first
effective contact with such basic no-
tions as "the parts of speech," and
indeed with the very practice of for-
mal analysis of language. Instruction
in foreign languages assumes a new
and important responsibility in the
much popularized "war on il-
literacy."

The aims of our proposal: IT a
language requirement is to make
sense, there must be general under-
standing of the purposes it serves,
and a variety of good courses by
which it may be satisfied. There are
many good language courses at
Cornell, and some admirable ones.
We applaud the proposed creation
of four-credit-hour elementary
courses as an alternative to the es-
tablished and successful intensive
six-hour courses. As a recent survey
conducted by the Dean's office
shows, most students studying

University Judicial Board
Positions Open

Terms Beginning September, 1977
University Hearing Board: 2 faculty. 2 employes, 2 students, each

for two-year terms: 4 students, each for one-year terms.
University Review Board: 2 faculty, 2 employes. 2 students, each

for two-year terms.
Applications should be filled out in the Senate Office. 133 Day

Hall The deadline is Monday. March 14.

Money-Managing Lectures Slated
The Campus Club of Cornell University will sponsor a series of five lectures

on Managing Money. Taxation, and Investments each Thursday in March from
12:15 to 1:30 p.m. The lectures, open to all women in the University com-
munity, will be held in the Seminar Room of Morrison Hall. Bring a sandwich.
Coffee and tea will be provided. Parking is available in the B Parking Lot.

The first lecture in the series will be held Thursday. March 3. when Joseph B
Bugliari. professor of Agricultural and Business Law. will discuss Wills and
Estate Planning.

March 10 - Investing in Bonds as an Alternative to Stocks and to an Invest-
ment Adviser by David M. Ahlers. associate professor of Finance:

March 17 - Investing in Common Stocks by Tom E. Davis, professor of
Economics;

March 24 - Supplementary Retirement Annuities: How to Invest and Not
Pay Taxes by Seymour Smidt. professor of Managerial
Economics, and

languages here are happy to be do-
ing so. Those few students most
energetic in calling for the abolition
of the language requirement usually
turn out to have been maimed by
poor high school language teaching
which served no intellectual pur-
poses at all. Naturally enough, they
have no idea why anyone should
think the study of languages
educational. It is our belief that —
especially given the number of
departments engaged in language
teaching, and the great disparities of
style — we all stand to gain from a
general review of language instruc-
tion and from serious public discus-
sion of the place of foreign
languages in the scheme of general
education.

We believe that the College
should cont inue to require
knowledge of foreign languages for
admission, making exceptions as
applicants' special circumstances
may dictate. The present language
requirement for graduation is the
result of successive concessions and
erosions: we find it inadequate.
Some Arts College students do not
study languages in college at all, and
many only for one semester. We do
not feel that the requirement should
be stated by reference to CEEB
scores or any other system of "ob-
jective" testing which discriminates
against some students on the basis
of e d u c a t i o n a l or c u l t u r a l
background. We have attempted to
write the requirement in such a way
as merely to ensure that all students
have at least some reasonable ex-
posure to the experience of
language study. Some instructors
express distaste for the idea of
teaching captive students. That un-
derstandable feeling does not seem
to us to argue persuasively against a
language requirement; given a term
or better a year, a teacher should be
able to convince students that this
subject is enjoyable and worthwhile.

We recommend that advisors en-
courage all students to begin
language study early in their college
careers, and that in part for practical
reasons: if undergraduates read a
foreign language reasonably well by
the end of their sophomore year,
they can then use it actively for half
their time in college, and the "re-
quirement" is converted into a self-
explanatory opportunity for learning.
Finally, as to those students whose
native language is not English: the
current College catalogue states
that they may fulfill the language re-
quirement and receive six hours'
credit by demonstrating proficiency
"in their native language" (and not
in English, which for them is the
learned language). We find this
anomalous and would recommend
that the Joint Committee on
Language Programs and the Board
on General Education consult on the
issue as soon as possible.

The report also contains appen-
dices on new courses and sample
course programs under the revised
distribution rules. Four committee
members have filed dissenting
statements which appear as Appen-
dix C. They are Ulric Neisser.
Wolfgang Fuchs. Charles F. Hockett
and Carl Sagan.
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'Roots' Subject of Seminars
An informal seminar inspired by The specific topics for each

''e* Haley's book "Roots" will be seminar meeting are as follows:
%red for all interested persons at —Africa: A Land of Rich Cultural
30 p.m. Thursdays from Feb. 24 Diversity, Feb. 24.

"'rough March 24 at the Inter- —Capitalizing on the Slave
na'ional Lounge, Willard Straight Trade: The Global Consequences.
Ha". Cornell. March 3

Entitled "ROOTS of Black
^rrtericans." the seminar will be
Resented by James Turner and
Robert Harris, both professors in
Cornell's Africana Studies and
"esearch Center. It is sponsored by
}}* University Unions Program
°oard.
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—Behind the Mask of Slavery:
Black Life and Culture, March 10.

—Jubilation and Tribulation:
Emancipation and Beyond, March
17

—"Roots" and the History of
Slavery in America: Contemporary
Consequences, March 24.

Convocation: World Hunger

Amade Trio to Present
Annual Baird Concerts

The Amade Trio will present the be Brahms' Trio in C minor. Op. 101.
and Beethoven's Variations on "Ich
bin der Schneider Kakadu," or, "I
Am a Tailor's Cockatoo," a melody
from the opera "Two Sisters of
Prague" by Wenzel Muller.

first of Cornell's annual "Baird
Concerts" at 8:15 p.m. Friday and
Saturday, Feb. 25 and 26, at Barnes
Hall Auditorium.

Thomas J. Baird, professor of
design emeritus at Cornell, and his
wife. Kerstin, have designated a sum
to be used by Cornells Music a s o l ° Perf°rmance Tuesday, May 3,
Department to support one or more b] p ' a n i s t R i c h a r d G o o d e ' a member
free concerts each year. Their gift ° f t h e Chamber Music Society of

Lincoln Center,

The second Baird Concert will be

J Bryan Hehir. associate Papal Delegation to the United Na-
Sficretary for international justice tions and as an advisor to American
^nd peace at the United States Bishops at the Synod of 1974.
Cathohc Conference, will speak on Last spring, he gave the Thomas Karel Husa " wi" conduct the
w°rld hunger at the Sage Chapel More Lectures at Yale University on Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra
^vocation at 11-a.m. Sunday, Feb. "The Ethics of War and a Theology and the Cornel1 G/ee Club and

of Peace." Currently, Hehir serves as Cn°rtJs in « performance of Faure's

IlHSCl tO
Karel Husa " wi" conduct

year.
has enabled the trio to invite guest
artist Melissa Stucky, viola, to join
them in this weekend's world
premiere performance of Robert
Palmer's Piano Quartet No. 2.

Also included on the program will

The Amade Trio, known until last
year as the Cornell Trio, is composed
of faculty artists Malcolm Bilson
(piano), John Hsu (cello) and Sonya
Monosoff (violin).

27
'We Must Be Honest'

Ordained a pr iest in the
Archdiocese of Boston in 1966,
"ehir has served as a member of the

a visiting lecturer in social ethics at
St. John's Seminary, Boston.

8:15 p.m. Sunday, Feb.

'Peanuts' Musical Scheduled
You're a Good Man, Charlie

«rown!" — the musical based on
paries Schultz's comic strip

peanuts" — will be presented by ,
"isley Theatre at 8:15 p.m. Friday office or at the door

y
a9ain March 4 and 5.

Continued from Page 3 face w n en they are out in the world.
27, at Bailey Hall. Also featured on discipline. You don't quit when the "I suppose, above all, if I am a
the program is Husa's composition 9o in9 gets hard. You don't rest gadfly it is because I feel that faculty
for children, "The Steadfast Tin satisfied with half-baked ideas or ought to do all these things and that
Soldier,"andJ.C. Bach's "Sinfonia." slogans or half-baked schemes for we ought to be the living proof of
Tickets are on sale at the Willard t n e reform of the world. We have to what we preach If we do in fact
Straight and Lincoln Hall ticket of- show them how complex individuals know more, which is what we claim;

for children will be given at 2 p.m. fices, with a student discount a n d societies are so that they can if we do in fact understand more
available. appreciate the difficulties they will about the human condition, then it is

our responsibility in our actions to
show that that knowledge is impor-
tant knowledge to have. We must be
honorable men and women. We

Christopher Fry's one-act comedy Hargrave, a Ph.D. candidate in must be honest men and women.
A Phoenix Too Frequent." will be theatre arts Tickets are on sale at We m u s t , if we can, be noble men

Saturday, March 5.
Tickets may be purchased in ad-

vance at the Willard Straight ticket
Tickets for the

Saturday. Feb. 25 and 26, and evening performances are $1 50
Fry Comedy to Be Given

Tickets for the matinee are 75<t for
special matinee performance children and for adults accompanied

by children.

'Don't Vote' Urged
presented by the University Theatre „. T u _ _.,,. , and women. Facu ty can not do its

, o , c . . _ the Theatre Box Office, lower level
at 8:15 p.m. tonight through Sun- own thing because in so doing it
day at Drummond Studio. The Willard Straight Hall, open from 3 to degrades it own function and we
production is directed by Susan 6 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Continued from Page 4
rose out of a strong grassroots

g for representative govern-
ment But here, with this referen-
^ just the opposite is true. We

students' part, to let the newly
elected President Rhodes come to
Cornell with the impression that
they are satisfied with their role in
campus affairs. Nothing is further

are being asked to give our consent from the truth. If Rhodes is worth his
t o a powerless puppet governmental salt he will be shrewd enough to Editor

know tha t the fundamenta l

More Comment

leave students cynically asking, 'If
knowledge is so important, how
come you collectively are such mis-
erable human beings' "

—MB. Stiles

Courtesy to Canadians Suggested
e imposed, and

'hat word, from above.
underline

every game, out of courtesy to the
I realize it is a bit late in the many Canadian players on both

problems of student participation in s e a s o n tQ b r j n g t h l s m a t t e r t 0 t n e a t . t e g m s j s g y e r y n j c e m e ) o d y | t t o o k

The point, very simply, is that
there is no force for this proposed
9°vernmental structure, rising from
the community of Cornell. If then,
there is no groundswell of political

Corner! decision making cannot be
PaPered o v e r * " t h this referendum

the
tention of some 4,200 hockey fans, m e sometime to get a copy of the

land
True patriot's love in all thy sons

command.
With glowing hearts we see thee

rise
The true north, strong and free.
And stand on guard. 0 Canada,

only do this, by preserving their op-
tions by not voting next week."

I
activism from which this new
9°vernment is given life, then it will
"ev e r h a v e any standing or
egmmacy ,n the community. And .t Secretary of the Senate

' min- t
S ° r r V m i S t a k J t h a t

f h
t h 6

t h " d : <Auer. in taking a leave-of-J"»«ration is making if they think absence jn December 1975 $ur.
•*Y can force legitimacy onto their dend his Senate seat nas since

government by this referendum. ret(jmed fQ Comel, f£) c o m p / e f e „ / ,

Our single greatest weapon, in undergraduate degree.)
this case, is to NOT vote at all. The
Wording of the referendum is such
that the administration cannot lose.
" this particular plan fails, the presi-
c)ent will foist another on the board Editor:

a s potential victims of this farce is referendum on university gover-
n° t participate. In so doing, we will nance. First, I object to the in-
Preserve our legitimacy when we. as terpretation of a "yes" vote on
the community of Cornell, do bring Proposition I. By voting "yes.'

but since Ive been thinking about it words but I have had it now for
for a while I'll write it anyway. I have several years and I sing it at every
wondered why the fans could yell g a m e . Now, you're saying, why
"Let's Go Red!" and "1-2-3-4 We should we sing the Canadian w e stand on guard for thee.
Want More!" and then at the begin- National Anthem unless you are 0 Canada. Glorious and Free
ning of the game when we stand to f r O m Canada. It might be a We stand on guard, we stand on
sing the Canadian and American courteous gesture for us to learn the guard for thee.

words and sing it with the Cana- 0 Canada, we stand on guard for
dians in the audience, the players thee.
and, of course, our Hockey Coach, | will only mention our own
Dick Bertrand. So now you are tell- National anthem and I am sure I
ing me that you don't know the don't need to give you these words,
words—well here they are: I know it is a bit high for some to

0, Canada, our home and native sing but please try—show that you
are proud and grateful to live in the
glorious U.S.A. I cannot leave out
the Alma Mater either, which comes
during an intermission. I think only
the Alumni in the audience sing
this—aren't you proud of the institu-
tion of learning you have the
privilege of attending? Learn the
words now while you are students.

So Let's Go Red and Let's Sing as

National Anthem they just
sing. I know the yelling is important
and often effective, but can't those
same voices sing out when it is time
to sing?

The Canadian National Anthem
which is sung at the opening of

Referendum Balloting Protested
contingent upon that person's machine.

trustees. Therefore, all we can do, I must protest two aspects of the agreement to run for Congress. The It will be most unfortunate if
absurdity of such an action is evi- problems such as these result in a

large number of abstentions from
I object to the balloting voting on the governance question.
While the ballot itself It will be especially distressing if

dent.
Second,

one procedure,
forward a plan for self governance, agrees to render "occasional service may be secret, its inclusion in an such a result is interpreted solely as

It is simply a matter of whether in the Assembly and on the as- envelope bearing personal iden- an expression of dissatisfaction with w e " a s v e " Y° u c a n d o 't. I know
we should prostitute our vote of sociated committees ' This issue tification affords the opportunity for the choices offered. The component You can. Save this clipping so you II
legitimacy on a government being should not be tied to what is basical- such secrecy to be broken. Cornell of abstentions due only to problems have the words given above when

ought to adopt the usual system of "mechanics" deserves considera- the hockey season rolls around this
whereby an eligible voter's name is tion, and ought to spark remedial ac-
checked off at a polling place and a tion for future occasions,
truly secret vote is then cast using Brian A. Kahn

further, it would be a mistake on the system of Federal representation either a ballot box or a voting Grad. Student, A.L.S.

"nposed on us from above, or
whether we should preserve our
sacred right of legitimacy for a
Qovernment of our own creation.

ly a statement of support for the
recommended Chester system. To
tie in this issue is analogous to mak-
ing a citizen's support for the U.S.

fall
Thanks for letting me talk to you.

Anna B. Wilson
Hollister Hall
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Bulletin
of the Faculty

MEETING OF THE FACULTY, FEB. 16
At about 4:30 p.m. the house lights came

up in darkened Ives 110 as the voice of
Blanchard Rideout. intoning an endless list of
degree recipients at a recent commencement,
gradually faded away, the effective finale of
"To Believe Nobly," a short film and sound
show in behalf of Cornell

The fadeout had been preceded by other
remarks, including those very nice sentiments
of Morris Bishop at the 1972 commencement,
while various Cornell scenes followed one
after another on the screen.

He ended his remarks with a quotation
beginning "To belive nobly..." continuing to
the visual display of sunset skies backdropping
familiar Cornell building profiles, as the
Rideout listing commenced.

Taking in this rather pleasant audio-visual
experience were fully 20 of Cornell's 1,500
faculty, the number swelling to perhaps 30
before the afternoon "full" Faculty winter
meeting was over. The attendance made any
past Senate convening a full house by com-
parison.

With the splendid turnout, the meeting
WAS called to order at 4:35 p.m. by FCR
Speaker J. Robert Cooke. A quorum being so
distant, however, it was clear that no votes
could be taken, that the meeting would be
pretty informal. And so it was. No minutes
could be approved, but no corrections of those
for the fall meeting had been forwarded to the
dean's office—yet.

An announcement was read for the judicial
administrator: applications for the University
Hearing Board and the University Review
Board should be submitted now to the Senate
Office in Day Hall or to the administrator's of-
fice in Olin Hall.

The speaker then recognized Dean of the
Faculty Byron Saunders.

The dean conveyed the regrets of the presi-
dent who could not attend today, and those of
the provost who, however, he observed in the
back row. The dean wished to bring the
audience up to date on the presidential search,
most of which is probably known to all through
the local media of the Sun and the Journal. It
was noted that the Faculty Committee was the
last group to endorse the candidacy of the
most publicized candidate since it felt it

should, in fairness to all, conclude the in-
vestigations in which it was involved. At the
study conclusion, in a summary meeting on
Sunday night last, it unanimously endorsed the
candidacy of Dr. Frank Rhodes of Michigan,
concluding that he was clearly outstanding
and urging the trustees to negotiate with him
to bring him here as Cornells ninth president.

The word was phoned to Trustee Commit-
tee Chairman Kiplinger that night and they
took it from there. The dean said that the
Trustee Committee was meeting in New York
City concurrently with ours and we may sur-
mise that Rhodes' name would be submitted
to the full board and it would then be Dr.
Rhode's move (since made). If he accepts (he
has), the work of the Faculty Committee will
be done and it will issue a report to the Faculty
detailing it's work.

Two resolutions received in the call to the
meeting, that were to be introduced on behalf
of the Review and Procedures Committee,
relating to revision of the list of ex-officio
Faculty members, could not be acted on and
so will have to be taken care of by the FCR in
March.

The speaker then called on Professor Geof-
frey Chester for a summary of the report of the
President's Commission on Self-governance in
non-academic affairs. The chairman of the
commission was understandably somewhat
non-plussed as to how he should proceed: at
least half of the 30 in attendance had already
heard his review at last week's FCR meeting.
However, it was thought a brief review should
be given. It will not be repeated here since it
was reported at some length last week
(Cornell Chronicle, Vol. 8, No. 19. page 12,
1977).

He concluded his presentation questioning
what he considered the key element in the
proposal, namely the assembly. Will the
faculty support it? It will not survive without
such support. He feels we cannot honestly
vote for the proposal if we somehow feel that
faculty will not support it or participate
energetically in it. whatever one's own
willingness might be.

Professor Jay Orear asked whether, as
regards the calendar, the provost could stretch
his mandate and convene the spring session
after New Year's Day rather than at the end of
the month — or would that represent a new
type calendar. The commission chairman
thought that was not quite what they had in
mind as the provost's prerogative.

Professor Robert McGinnis asked what else
would be lost in case the assembly found no
support. Professor Chester said that since the
assembly played two roles — as forum and as
base of the committee structure in campus af-
fairs — the second aspect would likewise go

down the drain. There would have to be found
some other legitimate means to appoint these
important committees. It would probably take
some elected group.

Dean Saunders commented that he had
hoped the Faculty could deal with aspects of
this proposal which were important to faculty.
Some Faculty elements bemoan the lack of the
old style "town meeting" types we used to
have 10 years ago. Obviously, this is not town
meeting today, so he questions the importance
those elements attach thereto. Yet, he would
consider this non-academic governance mat-
ter probably the most important that the com-
munity will consider this year With the Senate
voting itself into limbo, he sees a serious void
if no reasonable structure is built to carry on
the aspect of a forum The Faculty in olden
times considered many matters which were
later given to the Senate at its inception.
Without the tri-annual Faculty meeting (and
this one surely hardly merits the term), without
the Senate, without the assembly, where is the
forum?

If the assembly does not fare well, we
should have in mind what the alternatives may
be. He urges the faculty to offer their best ad-
vice to the president in his referendum or in
private memos to him. Echoing the words of
Professor Chester, he agrees that without
strong faculty support, any governance struc-
ture is doomed to fail, (including any faculty
forum, it may be added. (Personal com-
munication)).

The dean had hoped to get from this
meeting some sense of the sort of resolution
the Executive Committee might bring to the
FCR at its March meeting as faculty advice to
the president in these matters. Individual
members will all have opportunity to express
support or non-support in their referendum
vote. He wonders how the body feels about
such matters as student participation on our
committees. A resolution in support or in op-
position, voted favorably, would carry signifi-
cant weight. Similarly, if we want positive
Faculty takeover of the whole calendar, we
should vote an appropriate resolution to that
effect. The Executive Committee has put off
formulating such resolutions, hoping for
faculty input, which has so far not appeared.

Professor Orear, fol lowing Professor
McGinnis' query, wondered whether voting
down the assembly would carry down with it
the Campus Affairs Committee structure and
would that lead to more Day Hall ad-
ministrators, more work for FCR members.
Professor Chester pointed out that one could
vote down the assembly but still vote for a
committee structure not based in an assembly.
But it is not clear how students and employes

would get put on committees in that even-
tuality.

Dean Saunders then read from President
Corson's referendum statement (to be
published tomorrow) giving the alternatives if
the proposal goes down. (Cornell Chronicle.
Vol. 8, No. 19, Page 6, 1977). Committees
and boards would wind up heavily appointed if
no structure is approved.

Professor DeBoer had a more general ques-
tion: could not the town meeting idea incor-
porate the entire community, open to all? In
response, Chester indicated that such an affair
would be much too large. Assurance is given
in the present proposal that anyone can speak,
and he feels that that would be effective
enough

Professor Orear took issue with the com-
mission chairman on this point, contrasting the
old-time Faculty meeting with the present
mode, arguing that the current format is
responsible for the visible Faculty presence.
Any Faculty member and any student should
be able to make motions at Faculty meetings.
If they can't, then the body comes up with
meetings like this one. low attendance, low in-
terest. His own personal survey of several
leading Faculty members who used to be ac-
tive at old-time meetings, tells him that they
don't come because of a psychological factor,
that they feel no part of the FCR and play no
role, cannot even revise motions

The dean asked him if these leaders had run
for the FCR. Orear thought not.

Professor Hartman asked Orear why could
not his polled subjects have come today when
they could have had a chance to make resolu-
tions (given a quorum), resolutions of real im-
port to the Faculty. That was the whole point
of the meeting. They have at least three
meetings a year in which they can make
resolutions and any FCR meeting at which
they may talk. He doesn't understand it.

Professor Orear responded by saying that
he in turn may not understand the role faculty
can play these days, but he felt he couldn't
make a resolution today even if there had been
a quorum: he has zero power.

The dean agreed that Orear could not move
and vote legislation in the sense that a
member of the Council can, but given the
quorum, he could have moved any resolutions
he saw fit.

He then read from the "Organization and
Procedures of the University Faculty" article
IV, Section A, "Powers of the University
Faculty" (as a whole). Items 6 and 7 of eight
such, granting that right, among others.

Meeting adjourned unceremoniously at
5:22 p.m.

PL. Hartman, Secretary

Executive Training Institutes Bulletin Board

Summer Programs Open
Arthur W. Brodeur, director of un-

iversity relations, Kelani Woodruff,
executive dietician in Dining Ser-
vices, and John Rudan, director of
the Office of Computer Services, will
discuss the executive training in-
stitutes they attended last summer
and answer questions from persons
who are considering applying for the
institutes this year at a brown bag
lunch at noon, Wednesday, March 2
in the Board Room on the third floor
of Day Hall.

In the past the University has
sent staff to each of these executive
training institutes at University ex-
pense. Participants, who spend from
four to six weeks in intensive train-
ing programs, are selected on a
competitive basis.

The three programs offered are
the Summer Institute for Women in
Higher Education Administration at
Bryn Mawr College from July 5 to
28, the Institute for Educational

Management at Harvard University
from June 19 through July 29, and
the Execut ive Development
Program at Cornell from June 13
through July 15. Other suitable
programs are also under considera-
tion.

The summer institute at .Bryn
Mawr is designed for professional
women in higher education, both
faculty and staff, who wish to
prepare themselves for further ad-
ministrative responsibilities. It offers
training in key administrative areas,
insights into how academic institu-
tions function and "a supportive and
stimulating environment in which to
identify and energize career goals,"
according to its organizers.

The Harvard program provides
training to improve the management
skills of senior level academic ad-
ministrators. Taught primarily by
faculty of the Harvard Business
School and the Graduate School of

Education, it covers such topics as
academic personnel policy and ad-
ministration, control and planning
systems, educational policy and
ethics, the law and higher education
and other topics of interest to high-
level administrators.

The Cornell program is designed
primarily for business executives
who want to increase their
managerial competence. It is taught
by senior faculty members with ex-
pertise in administration of human
resources, business policy, finance,
managerial economics and quan-
titative analysis and by outside
speakers for industry and govern-
ment.

Additional information can be ob-
tained at the meeting on March 2
and is also available from Gerald
Thomas, director of training and
development. Personnel Services,
B-12 Ives.

Computer Short Course Announced
A short course titled "Introduction to APL Programming ' will be offered

jointly by the Computer Science Department and the Office of Computer Ser-
vices from March 1 to March 24 The class, which will meet from 1:30 to 3:30
p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays, will emphasize practical aspects of computing
and is open to both staff and students. APL is an interactive programming
language which can perform powerful array operations. The course may be
elected for a single credit or may be taken without credit by registering with
Mariann Carpenter in room G-24 Uris Hall (tel. 256-7341).

American Nation Symposium on Tape
The Uris Library Listening Rooms recorded all nine sessions of the

"Character of the American Nation" event on Feb. 12. The tape recordings may
be heard at any time in the Listening Rooms, situated directly over the main
entrance of Uris Library.

Swine Flu Vaccine Production Talk
Information about the production of the swine flu vaccine will be provided by

Dr. Robert O'Connell, manager of the Bacterial and Viral Vaccine Production
Unit at Merck, Sharp & Dohme, a major manufacturer of the vaccine, at 4:15
p.m. Thursday, Feb. 24 in 201 Rice Hall. He will discuss the large-scale produc-
tion of influenza vaccine using poultry products Dr. O'Connell's talk, presented
as part of the Poultry Biology Seminar Series, is open to the public

Cuban Cultural Society Talk
"Institutionalization and Democratization in Cuba" is the topic of a talk to be

given by Jorge I. Dominguez of Harvard University's Center for International Af-
fairs, at 8 p.m . Tuesday. March 1 in Ives 117. The lecture is sponsored by the
Cuban Cultural and Historical Society.
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Special Seminars
Agriculture and Life Sciences

FOOD SCIENCE: "Temperature Profiling of Frozen Foods in
Retail Stores. Floyd Bodyfelt. 4:30 p.m.. Tuesday, March 1. Stock-
ing 204.

JUGATAE: "Fungi as Biological Control Agents of Insects. Par-
ticularly Mosquitoes." Don Roberts. Boyce Thompson Institute, 4
Pm , Monday. Feb. 28. Caldwell 100.

NATURAL RESOURCES: "An Ecological Portrait of an East
African Ecosystem." David Western, University of Nairobi, Kenya,
4 p.m., Thursday, Feb. 24, Fernow 304

NUTRITION: "Interrelationships of Methionine and Cystaine
Metabolism," Martha Stitanuk, University of Wisconsin. 4:30
Pm., Monday. Feb. 28. Savage 100.

PLANT BREEDING. "Soybeans. Evaluation and Inheritance of
Seed Quality and Seedling Vigor under Imbibitional Chilling
Stress." JO. Sanwo, 12:20 p.m., Tuesday. March 1, Emerson
135

PLANT PATHOLOGY: "New Concepts in Tree Decay." A.L.
Shigo, USDA Forest Service, Durham, N.H., 8:15 p.m. Wednes-
day, March 2. Emerson 135.

POULTRY BIOLOGY: "Large Scale Production of Influenza
Vaccines in Embryonated Eggs." Robert 0'Connell, Merck. Sharp
and Dohme. 4:15 p.m.. Thursday. Feb. 24

RURAL SOCIOLOGY: "Part-Time Farming: A Component in
the Organization of Agriculture." Ada Cavazzani. Universita della
Calabria. Italy. 3:30 p.m., Monday. Feb. 28. Warren 401

VEGETABLE CROPS: "An Analysis^of Roadside Marketing in
Northern New York," Jack Kurt. 4:30 p.m., Thursday, Feb. 24,
Plant Science 404.

Arts and Sciences
BIOPHYSICS: "Solid State Structure of Polysaccharides:

Structure and Function of a Biopolymer," Tony Sarko. SUNY,
Syracuse. 4:30 p.m.. Wednesday, March 2. Clark 700.

CHEMISTRY: "Chemical Aspects of X-Ray Diffraction." Jon
Clardy. Iowa State University, 11:15 a.m., Baker 335.

Centers and Programs
ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH: "Overview of the Acid Rain

Research Program at Brookhaven National Laboratory (which in-
cludes precipitation chemistry, effects on soil, plants and
microorganisms)." Bernard Manowitz and Lance rEvans, 12:15
p.m.. Wednesday. March 2, Fernow 204.

Engineering
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING: "Chemical and Spectroscopic

Properties of Copper Containing Zeolites," John Texter, University
of California, Irving, 4:30 p.m.. Monday, Feb. 28, Olin Hall B.

GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES JOINT WITH MATERIALS SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING: "Tectonophysics of Melting in the Earth's
Mantle," Hatten Yoder, Carnegie Institute of Washington. 4:30
p.m.. Thursday. Feb 24. Bard 140

GEOLOGY: "Slope Stability: The Pyramid (California) Reservoir
Case and the El Estar Nickel Mine (Guatamala) Case." George
Kiersch, 12:15 p.m.. Thursday. March 3. Kimball 212

Career Center Calendar
Feb. 24 — Resume Critique, 3 p.m., Career Center. A typed

draft of. a resume is necessary to participate
Feb. 24 — New York State Assembly Internships Meeting,

7:30 p.m.. Career Center
Feb. 24 — Cornell Internship Program counseling session to

help students find summer employment, and to write letters of ap-
plication and resumes. 3-5 p.m. Career Center 172.

Feb. 24 — A representative from Crossroads Africa will speak
in the Africana Center at 3 p.m.

Feb. 25 — A representative from Crossroads Africa will be
available to interview students and others who are interested in
participating in the program either as volunteers or as group

leaders. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Career Center.
Feb. 27 — Cornell Internship Program counseling session, 7-9

p.m.. Career Center 172. See above announcement.
March 1 — The American Graduate School of International

Management in Glendale, Ariz., will have a representative at the
Career Center to speak with interested students. Call for an ap-
pointment.

March 1 — Cornell Internship Program counseling session, 7-9
p.m., Career Center See above announcement.

March 3 — Cornell Internship Program counseling session, 3-5
p.m., Career Center 172. See above announcement.

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING: See Geological
Sciences.

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING: "Modeling
of Turbulent Stratified Flows," Otto Zeman. Pennsylvania State
University, 4:30 p.m., Tuesday, March 1, Grumman 282.

PLASMA STUDIES: "Inertial Confinement Fusion with Heavy
Ions." A. Maschke. Brookhaven National Laboratory, 4:30 p.m..
Wednesday, March 2. Grumman 282.

THEORETICAL AND APPLIED MECHANICS: "Vibration of
Transversely Isotropiv. Piezoelectric Fibers," Lynn Wilson, Bell
Telephone Co.. 4:30 p.m.. Wednesday. March 2. Thurston 205.

Biological Sciences
BIOCHEMISTRY: "Translation of Plant Viral RNAs," Milton

Zaitlin, 4:30 p.m.. Friday. Feb. 25, Stocking 204.
BIOCHEMISTRY: "Protons as Substrate for Photosynthetic

Phosphorylation." RE. McCarty, 12:20 p.m., Monday. Feb. 28.
Wing Hall Library

ECOLOGY AND SYSTEMATICS: "Phosphorous Dynamics in a
Forest Stream Ecosystem from Daily. Yearly and Decadent
Perspectives." Judy Meyer. 4:30 p.m.. Wednesday. March 2.
Langmuir Penthouse.

NEUROBIOLOGY AND BEHAVIOR: "Synaptic and Integrative
Mechanisms in the Central Nervous System of the Leech," John
G. Nicholls. Stanford University. 4 p.m., Monday, Feb. 28, Ives
110.

NEUROBIOLOGY AND BEHAVIOR: "Modification and
Regeneration of Synaptic Connections in Cultured Leech Ganglia."
John G Nicholls. Stanford University. 4 p.m., Tuesday, March 1,
Ives 110

NEUROBIOLOGY AND BEHAVIOR: •Function and
Temperature Acclimation of an Endogenously Active Neuron in
Limax maximus," David Prior. 12:30 p.m., Wednesday, March 2,
Langmuir Penthouse.

Human Ecology

CONSUMER ECONOMICS AND PUBLIC POLICY: "Leases—
What You Need to Know to Get a Quality Apartment." Carol
Meeks. 3:35 p.m., Thursday, March 3, Martha Van Rensselaer N-
125

TEXTILES: "Fiber-Yarn Strength Relationships." S. Leigh
Phoenix, 4 3 0 p.m. Tuesday, March 1. Martha Van Rensselaer
317
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and Dave Brunner, doing vocals and guitar Sponsored by Willard
Straight Hall Board. Free and open to the Cornell community.
Refreshments available. Straight Memorial Room

Friday, March 4
12:15 p.m. Catholic Mass All welcome. Anabel Taylor G-19
12:15 p.m. Women's Studies Friday Seminar: "Opportunities

for Women in Banking," Curtis S Reis, vice president, Bankers'
Trust Company, New York. I&LR 105.

1:15 p.m. SALAT-AL-JUMA (Friday Prayer for Muslims).
Edwards Room, Anabel Taylor.

3:30 p.m. Storage and Treatment of Paper Artifacts and Art
Objects — A video tape lecture series: "Effects of Environment"
and "Prevention of Deterioration by Control of Atmosphere. Light.
Heat. Man." Robert Organ, chief. Smithsonian Institution's
Conservation-Analytical Laboratory. Lecture Room. Herbert F.
Johnson Museum of Art.

3:30 p.m. Office of Computer Service Seminar: "Under-
standing FORTRAN Abends." Daniel Bartholomew. Office of
Computer Services. Uris Hall G-14.

4-6 p.m. Happy Hour with live entertainment. Noyes Center
Pub.

4:15 p.m. Coalition for the Right to Eat meeting to discuss is-
sues of world hunger and campus activities to raise awareness.
Forum, Anabel Taylor.

4:30 p.m. Shabbat Services (Orthodox) Young Israel House
5:30 p.m. Shabbat Services (Conservative). Founders Room,

Anabel Taylor.
7 p.m. Pentangle II Free Film Series: "FATA Morgana" (Herzog,

1971, West Germany); short: "The Fat and the Lean" (Polanski,
1963, Poland). Uris Auditorium.

7 & 9:15 p.m. "Cornell Cinema presents "The Sailor Who Fell
From Grace With The Sea." Ives 120

7:15 p.m. Cornell Christian Fellowship meeting for prayer, sing-
ing, fellowship, special events. All are invited. Founders Room,
Anabel Taylor.

8 p.m. 'Cornell Follies, a campus wide talent show featuring
the best in local talent competing for hundreds of dollars in prizes
Also, featuring a live band. Sponsored by University Unions
Program Board Statler Auditorium.

8:15 p.m. ""The Birthday Party" by Harold Pinter. A Cornell
University Theatre production in the Willard Straight Theatre.

8:15 p.m. "Risley Theatre presents "You're a Good Man.
Charlie Brown!" Risley Residential College.

9 p.m. "Cornell Cinema presents "Vincent. Francois, Paul and
the Others." Uris Auditorium

11:15 p.m. "Cornell Cinema presents "The Endless Summer."
Attendance limited. Late Nite Series. Uris Auditorium.

Saturday, March 5
9:30 am Shabbat Services (Orthodox). Edwards Room.

Anabel Taylor
2 p.m. * Risley Theatre presents: "You're a Good Man, Charlie

Brown!" Special presentation for children and parents. Risley
Residential College.

5-7:30 p.m. "Steaks Ltd. in the Student Cafeteria at Statler
Inn.

5:15 p.m. Catholic Mass. All welcome. Anabel Taylor
Auditorium.

7 & 9 p m "Cornell Cinema presents "Vincent. Francois, Paul
and the Others." Uris Auditorium.

7 & 9:1 5 p.m. "Cornell Cinema presents "The Sailor Who Fell
From Grace With The Sea." Ives 120.

7:30 p.m. "Cornell Varsity Hockey-Pennsylvania. Lynah Rink
8 p.m. * Korean Night: Movie, Tae Kwon Do Karate Perfor-

mance. Korean Traditional Dance and Korean Traditional Folksing-
ing. Tickets sold at Willard Straight Ticket Office. One World
Room. Anabel Taylor.

8:15 pm "Cornell Polo-Coaches. Oxley Polo Arena.

8:15 p.m. ""The Birthday Party" by Harold Pinter. A Cornell
University Theatre production in the Willard Straight Theatre.

8:15 p.m. Department of Music Concert: student recital.
Claudia Hutchinson. piano. Works of Bartok. Beethoven, Liszt and
Debussy. Barnes Hall.

8:15 p m " Risley Theatre presents "You're a Good Man.
Charlie Brown!" Risley Residential College.

11:15 p.m. "Cornell Cinema presents "The Endless Summer."
Late Nite Series. Attendance limited. Uris Auditorium

Sunday, March 6
9 a.m.-1:30 p.m. "Sunday Brunch in the Rathskeller at Statler

Inn. Classical International Cuisine.
9:30 a.m. Episcopal Church Worship Service. Sunday school

and nursery provided. Anabel Taylor Chapel.
9:30 & 11 a.m. Catholic Mass. All welcome. Coffee hour

follows Mass Anabel Taylor Auditorium
10 a.m. Ithaca Society of Friends (Quakers). Meeting for

worship. Forum, Anabel Taylor Hall.
11 am Sage Chapel Convocation. Bobby Tucker, immediate

past president. Future Farmers of America. Mineola. Tex.; or-
dained minister. Missionary Baptist Church.

12:30 & 5 p.m. Catholic Mass. All welcome. Anabel Taylor
Auditorium.

1 & 3 p.m. Sunday Children's Matinee. Herbert F. Johnson
Museum of Art.

2 p.m. "Cornell Cinema presents "Island Of The Blue
Dolphins." Children's Film Series. Attendance limited. Co-
sponsored by Ithaca Youth Bureau. Uris Auditorium.

4 p m Department of Music Concert. Wind Ensemble con-
ducted by Marice Stith. Works of Dorff. Gibson, Goldsmith, Israel,
Joplin, Mais and Palmer. Bailey Hall.

7 p.m. Cornell Table Tennis Club. Round robin singles. All
welcome. Barton Hall.

7 p.m. Cornell International Folkdancers. 7-8 p.m. advanced
teaching; 8-11 p.m. requests. Everyone welcome. Straight North
Room.

8 p.m. "Cornell Cinema presents "Blow For Blow ' Machines &
Life Series. Co-sponsored by Science, Technology & Society. Uris
Auditorium

8:15 p.m. ""The Birthday Party" by Harold Pinter. A Cornell
University Theatre production in the Willard Straight Theatre.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
INTRAMURAL SPORTS
Volleyball-Men. Co-ed: Deadline on entries is 4 p.m. Wednes-

day. March 2 in the Intramural Office. Grumman Squash Courts
Bldg Play starts in Barton Hall on Monday. March 21. Specify
your preferred day of play — 1st. 2nd and 3rd. (Monday through
Thursday). Minimum number to enter is 9; Co-ed: equal number of
men and women (10).

Badminton-Men. Women, Co-ed: Deadline on entries is 4 p.m.
Wednesday, March 2 in the Intramural Office, Grumman Squash
Courts Bldg. Play starts Monday. March 21 in Barton Hall.
Minimum number to enter is 2. (Co-ed: equal number of men and
women). This will be a straight elimination tournament.

Ski Meet (Giant Slalom) Men, Women, Co-ed: Deadline on
entries is 4 p.m. Wednesday. March 2 in the Intramural Office.
Grumman Squash Courts Bldg Meet will be held at 1:30 p.m. on
Friday, March 11 on the Odyssey at Greek Peak. There will be a
charge of $2 per person due with your roster, and $6 each person
due at Greek Peak at the time of the contest. Make checks payable
to Greek Peak Ski Club Minimum of 4 to enter, 3 must finish to
score as a team Contestants will run in numerical order.

• • •
The Center for International Studies will award research grants

in 1976-77 for Cornell faculty and graduate students. The
deadline for application submission for both the faculty and stu-
dent programs is February 25, 1977, and notification of awards
will be made before March 18, 1977 after applications have been
reviewed competitively by a faculty committee See last Thurs-
day's Chronicle for details.

Further information and applications are available from the
Center for International Studies. 170 Uris Hall. 256-6370

EXHIBITS
Uris Library: "Products of the University Union Craftshops"

through Feb. 25.
Olin Library: "Human Anatomy: Art and Science" from the

Howard B. Adelmann Collection. History of Science. Olin Library
Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art: Kay Sage through March

13; Leonard Baskin through March 6; Maurice Prendergast March
2 through April 17.

Goldwin Smith Gallery: Paintings by Hetty Baiz through March
4 Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30 am.-4:30 pm.
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'Admission charged.
Attendance at all events is limited to the approved seating

capacity of the hall.

All items for the Cornell Chronicle
Calendar must be submitted by mail or
in person to Fran Apgar, the Office of
Central Reservations, 32 Wi l la rd
Straight Hall at least 10 days prior to
publication of the Chronicle. The Calen-
dar is prepared for the Chronicle by the
Office of Central Reservations.

Thursday, February 24
12:10 p.m. International Economic (Dis)Order Bag Lunch

Seminar: Jaroslav Vanek, professor of Economics and director of
the Program on Participation and Labor-Managed Systems, will
speak on "The Theory and Practice of Self-Management: an
American Perspective." Sponsored by CRESP and CIS Coffee and
cookies available Uris Hall 202.

12:15 p.m. Catholic Mass. All welcome. Anabel Taylor G-19.
3:30 p.m. Law. Ethics and Religion Program Discussion: "The

Morality of Punishment," David Fogel, Ron Phillips. Herman
Schwartz. Ernest van den Haag. Moot Court Room, Myron Taylor
Hall

4 p.m. Open reading - Prose and Poetry Temple of Zeus,
Goldwin Smith.

4 p.m. Department of Natural Resources Seminar: "An
Ecological Portrait of an East African Ecosystem." David Western,
University of Nairobi (Kenya) Fernow 304.

4:30-6 p.m. World Tae Kwon Do Association - Korean Karate
beginners classes. Registration for spring semester. Noyes Center,
third floor lounge. For more information, call Philip D Zaneteas
256-1790.

6 p.m. The Christian Science Organization invites students,
faculty, staff and visitors to campus to a Readings and Testimony
meeting in the Founders Room. Anabel Taylor

7 p.m. Badminton Club. Helen Newman Gym.
7:30 p.m. Infant Care and Resource Center Discussion about

young babies: "Equipment and Supplies." 512 E. State St.
7:30 p.m. Israeli Folk Dancing. One World Room, Anabel

Taylor.
7:30-9 p.m. Informal Seminar on "Roots." James Turner,

Robert Harris. Session 1: "Africa: A Land of Rich Cultural Diver-
si ty" Sponsored by University Unions Program Board Straight
International Lounge

8 p.m. "Cornell Cinema presents "French Connection - 1 ' At-
tendance limited. Co-sponsored by Cornell Law School, Uris
Auditorium.

8:1 5 p.m. * Department of Theatre Arts presents "A Phoenix
Too Frequent" by Christopher Fry. Drummond Studio, Lincoln
Hall

8:30 p.m. "Thursdays" featuring vocalist Marilyn Lipton on
piano and guitar. Refreshments available. Sponsored by Willard
Straight Hall Board. Straight Memorial Room.

9 p.m. Free Film: "Reefer Madness," sponsored by North
Campus Union Board. Multi-purpose Room, North Campus Union.

9 p.m. Free Film: "Caine Mutiny," sponsored by Noyes Center
Board. Third floor lounge, Noyes Center.

Friday, February 25
12 noon. Shulchan Ivri-Hebrew Table: Lecture in Hebrew by

Aharon Kashtan, faculty of Architecture, Technion, Haifa, Israel,
on "Synagogue Architecture in Israel and the Diaspora" with
slides. Co-sponsored by Hillel and the Semitics Department.
Rockefeller 250.

12:15 p.m. Catholic Mass. All welcome. Anabel Taylor G-19.
12:15 p.m. Women's Studies Friday Seminar: "Health Care for

Women in Tompkins County: A Panel Discussion." Nancy G. Rus-
so, nurse-practitioner. Planned Parenthood, moderator. ILR 105.

1:15 p.m. SALAT-AL-JUMA (Friday prayer for Muslims).
Edwards Room, Anabel Taylor.

3-7 p.m. Happy Hour. Thirsty Bear Tavern. North Campus
Union.

3 p.m. Graduate School of Business and Public Administration
Public Colloquium. Andrew Boesel, director. Office of Faculty
Fellows and Personnel Mobility, Bureau of Intergovernmental Per-
sonnel Programs. U.S. Civil Service Commission. Malott 405.

3:30 p.m. Office of Computer Services Seminar: "How To
Choose a PL/I Compiler," Michael Kaplan. Office of Computer
Services. Uris Hall G-14.

4-6 p.m. Happy Hour with live entertainment. The Pub. Noyes
Center.

4:15 p.m. Coalition for the Right to Eat meeting to discuss is-
sues of world hunger and campus activities to raise awareness.
Forum, Anabel Taylor.

4.30 p.m. Shabbat Services (Orthodox). Young Israel House.
5:30 p.m. Shabbat Services (Conservative). Founders Room,

Anabel Taylor

7 p.m. Pentangle II Free Film Series: "Man of Aran" (Flaherty.
1934. England); Short: "The Fat and the Lean" (Polanski, 1963.
Poland). Uris Auditorium.

7:15 p.m. Cornell Christian Fellowship. Meeting for prayer,
singing, fellowship, special events. All are invited. Founders Room,
Anabel Taylor.

8 p.m. 'Cornell Cinema presents "Elvira Madigan" and "Cries
and Whispers." Statler Auditorium.

8 p.m. The Classics Department presents a dramatic reading of
Terence's comedy "The Eunuch." Temple of Zeus. Goldwin Smith.

8:15 p.m. "Risley Theatre presents "You're a Good Man.
Charlie Brown." Risley Residential College.

8:15 p.m. Department of Music Concert: The Amade Trio.
Works of Beethoven. Brahms and Palmer. Barnes Hall.

8:15 p.m. * Department of Theatre Arts presents "A Phoenix
Too Frequent" by Christopher Fry Drummond Studio, Lincoln
Hall.

9:15 p.m. "Cornell Cinema presents "Peter Pan." Attendance
limited. Uris Auditorium.

11 p.m. "Cornell Cinema presents "Psycho." Attendance
limited. Late Nite Series. Uris Auditorium

Saturday, February 26
9:30 a.m. Sabbath Services (Orthodox). Edwards Room,

Anabel Taylor.
12 noon. Heptagonal Trials. Barton Hall.
5:15 p m. Catholic Mass. All welcome. Anabel Taylor

Auditorium.
5-7:30 p.m. "Steaks Ltd. in the Student Cafeteria at Statler
7 & 9:15 p.m. "Cornell Cinema presents "Peter Pan" Atten-

dance limited. Uris Auditorium.
8 p.m. "Cornell Cinema presents "Elvira Madigan" and "Cries

and Whispers." Sttler Auditorium
8:15 p.m. "Risley Theatre presents "You're a Good Man,

Charlie Brown." Risley Residential College
8:15 p.m. "Cornell Polo-Melody Farm. Oxley Polo Arena
8:15 p.m. Department of Music Concert: The Amade Trio.

Works of Beethoven, Brahms and Palmer. Barnes Hall
8:15 p.m. "Department of Theatre Arts presents "A Phoenix

Too Frequent" by Christopher Fry Drummond Studio, Lincoln
Hall

8:30 p.m. "Heptagonal Finals Barton Hall.
9 p m Hillel Kumsitz-singing and noshing around a cracking

fire. Founders Room, Anabel Taylor
11 p.m. The Risley Free Film Series will show "The Commit-

tee," starring the famous comedy improvisational troupe in six
parodies of life Risley Theatre

1 1 p.m, 'Cornell Cinema presents "Psycho" Late Nite Series.
Uris Auditorium

Sunday, February 27
9 a.m.-1:30 p.m. "Sunday Brunch in the Rathskeller at Statler

Inn Classical International Cuisine
9:30 a.m. Episcopal Church Worship Service. Sunday school

and nursery provided Anabel Taylor Chapel.
9:30 & 11 a.m. Catholic Mass. All welcome. Coffee hour

follows Mass. Anabel Taylor Auditorium.
10 a.m. Ithaca Society of Friends (Quakers). Meeting for

worship. Forum, Anabel Taylor.
11 a.m. Sage Chapel Convocation. J Bryan Hehir, United

States Catholic Conference, Washington, DC.
2 p.m. "Cornell Cinema presents: "Escape In Japan." Co-

sponsored by Ithaca Youth Bureau. Uris Auditorium.
4:15 p.m. Women's Studies and Psychology Lecture "The

Psychology of Female Reproduction: Sexual Politics Becomes
Science." Mary Brown Parlee. Barnard College Kaufmann
Auditorium. Goldwin Smith.

5 p.m. Catholic Mass All welcome Anabel Taylor Auditorium
5:45 p.m. "Cornell Freshman Basketball-Albany State. Barton.
7 p.m. Cornell International Folkdancers 7-8 p.m advanced

teaching; 8-11 p.m. requests. Straight Memorial Room
7:30 p.m. Ecology House Lecture Series: Professor Lawrence

Hamilton speaking on the Fall Creek watershed. Ecology House
8 p m. "Cornell Varsity Basketball-Pennsylvania. Barton.
8 p.m. "Cornell Cinema presents "Strike" (1924. Russia) Co-

sponsored by Science, Technology and Society. Uris Auditorium.
8:15 p.m. Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra, Karel Husa, con-

ducting. Works of J.C. Bach, Faure and Husa Bailey Hall
8:15 p.m. " Department of Theatre Arts presents "A Phoenix

Too Frequent" by Christopher Fry. Drummond Studio. Lincoln
Hall. -

9 p m. Coffeehouse with Steve Snider. Sponsored by North
Campus Union Board. First floor lounge. North Campus Union.

Monday, February 28
12:15 p.m. Catholic Mass. All welcome. Anabel Taylor G-19.
6 p.m. "Cornell Freshman Basketball-Colgate. Barton Hall.
7:30 p.m. Drop-in Sexuality Rap Groups: "Meeting People "

Morrill 111.
7:30 p.m. Hillel Seminar: "Sefer Aggadah." informal discussion

of selected passages of Midrashic literature. Some knowledge of
Hebrew required. Anabel Taylor G-30.

7:30 p.m. Food Science 150 Lecture Series: "Foods from Un-
conventional Sources," F.V. Kosikowski. Institute of Food Science.
Open to the public. Uris Auditorium.

8 p.m. University Lecture: "The Bronze Age of Sardis:
Discoveries and Prospects." David G. Mitten, James Loeb Profes-
sor of Classical Art and Archaeology. Harvard University. Franklin
115.

Thursday, February 24, 1977
8 p.m. "Cornell Varsity Basketball-Princeton. Barton Hall.
8:30 p.m Contra and square dancing with the Cornell Country

Dance Club. Straight Memorial Room.
9 p.m. "Cornell Cinema presents "Kind Hearts and Coronets."

Film Club Members only. Uris Auditorium.
9 p.m. Lecture: "Time Management." Sponsored by Noyes

Center Board. Third floor lounge. Noyes Center.

Tuesday, March 1
12:15 p.m. Cornell Women's Caucus. Uris Hall 494.
12:15 p.m. Catholic Mass. All welcome. Anabel Taylor G-19
4 p.m. Cornell-Women's Bowling-Wells. Helen Newman.
4:30 p.m. World Tae Kwon Do Association - Korean Karate

beginners classes. Registration for spring semester. For more in-
formation, call Philip D. Zaneteas. 256-1790 Third floor lounge.
Noyes Center.

4:30 p.m. China-Japan Program Lecture: "Inner Asian Fron-
tiers." Owen Lattimore. Kaufmann Auditorium. Goldwin Smith.

5 p.m Southeast Asia Film Series: "Singa's Family-A Batak
Village" and "An Angklung Orchestra " Free and open to the
public. Morrill 106

7 p.m. Badminton Club Helen Newman Gym
7:30 p.m. Folk Dancing for couples, singles, beginners All ages

welcome Plant Science 404.
7:30 p.m. Men's Resource Center open meeting in the Alter-

natives Library, Anabel Taylor.
7:30 p.m. Hillel Speakers Series: "Israel and the American

Jewish Community. ' Jerry Milch, B&PA. Founders Room, Anabel
Taylor

8 p.m "Cornell Cinema presents "Grand Illusion." Jean Renoir
Series Attendance limited. Uris Auditorium

8 pm. Cornell Wives Club general meeting. Come sign up for
the various interest groups planned and meet new friends Some
of the groups are: bridge, antiques and interior decorating, various
sports, parent skills, international cooking and more! If interested,
but unable to come, call 257-3167 Second floor lounge, North
Campus Union

9 p.m Free Film: "1 Love You, Alice B. Toklas." Sponsored by
Noyes Center Board. The Pub. Noyes Center

Wednesday, March 2
12:15 p.m. Catholic Mass. All welcome Anabel Taylor G-19.
3:15 p.m Classics Department Colloquium: "Lookina for

Chryselephantine Statues at Episkopi on the Island of Cyprus."
Goldwin Smith 24.

3:30 p.m. "Storage and Treatment of Paper Artifacts and Art ^
Objects;" a video tape lecture series by Dr. Robert Organ, chief.
Smithsonian Institution's Conservation-Analytical Laboratory
Lecture Room, Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art

5 p.m. Episcopal Evening Prayer Service Anabel Taylor Chapel
7 p.m.-Chess Club Straight Art Lounge
7 p.m. Herbert F Johnson Museum of Art Film Series: Struc-

turalist Cinema: "Zorn's Lemma" by Hollis Frampton.
7:30 p.m Cornell International Folkdancers 7:30-9 p.m.

teaching; 9-11 p.m. requests Straight Memorial Room.
7:30 p.m. Cornell Gay Liberation business/general weekly

meeting Straight 28.
7:30 p.m Bridge Club. Straight North Room.
7:30 p.m. Hebrew Conversation: 7:30-8:15 p.m. beginning:

8:15-9 p.m. intermediate; 9-10 p.m. advanced Anabel Taylor
314

8 p.m. "Japanese Film Series, sponsored by China-Japan
Program: "Harakiri," directed by Kobayashi, 1962. Uris
Auditorium.

8 p.m Audiophiles. Hi-Fi Buffs, Music Lovers attend the
organizational meeting of the new Cornell Audio Society Open to
all Kaufmann Auditorium, Goldwin Smith

Thursday, March 3
12:10 p.m The International Economics (Dis)Order Bag Lunch

Seminar: "Mondragon: A Case Study in Self-management, ' Anna
Johnson Sponsored by CRESP and CIS Uris Hall 202.

12:15 p.m. Catholic Mass All welcome Anabel Taylor G-19
4 p.m. Open reading - Prose and Poetry Temple of Zeus,

Goldwin Smith.
4 p.m. American Home Economics Association: "Career

Development with J.C. Penney." MVR NG06.
4:30-6 p.m. World Tae Kwon Do Association-Korean Karate,

beginners classes. Registration for spring semester For more in-
formation, call Philip D. Zaneteas 256-1790. Third floor lounge.
Noyes Center.

6 p.m. The Christian Science Organization invites students,
faculty, staff and visitors to campus to a Readings and Testimony
meeting in the Founders Room, Anabel Taylor.

7 p.m. Badminton Club Helen Newman Gym.
7 p.m. Megillah Reading and Purim Party. One World Room,

Anabel Taylor
7:30 p.m. Informal seminar on "Roots": "Capitalizing on the

Slave Trade: The Global Consequence." Sponsored by University
Unions Program Board. Straight International Lounge.

8 p.m. Spring Latin American Free Film Series presents Linda
Jeness. Leader in Socialist Workers Party, who will speak on
"Women In Spain." Movie follows: "Salt of the Earth." Uris
Auditorium.

8:15 p.m ""The Birthday Party" by Harold Pinter. A Cornell
University Theatre production in the Willard Straight Theatre.

8:30 p.m. "Thursdays" featuring the popular duo, Geoff Gailey

Continued on Page 11


